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Army chief

gets nod
for Algeria

presidency
ALGIERS. — Army chief Colonel
Benjedld Chadll waa chosen Tuesday
night by the congress of the ruling

National Liberation Front aa sole
candidate to succeed the late Houarl
Boumedlenne as president of
Algeria, it was officially announced
yesterday. The election will be held

on February 7.

I* Algeria's president-designate.
(upi telephoto)
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JjfendStJhi beams • at.the sweeping mandate
L

s?W;ffeesday:
te' his constitutional plan to

Mte^inited black majority role. (Report
*

J
(DPI telephoto)
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yiv. —:-^w-cdst charter
,-fs for Israelis vacationing;
a win be available from:June 8

rh October sb. Mjdiael Jaffe,'

'il ;manager Of Airtour Ltd.,

'

- to Jerusalem Past yesterday.
Jghts will' be operated, by El
.tarter snbsWisry

charters.-Will..be operated
veeklytothe UnitedKingdom,

.
Germany.

' (Munich and/or
flHflW nldorf) andfour times weekly

cnn irift®***!* (Bucharest^ Although
t>UU fares have yet to be finalised,

it’s
faea^assured The pbet that they

-would be about IL2.000 lower than
existing group fares to Britian and
Germany "and about IL500-IL700
lower than present group fares to
Rumania. The maximum stay will

be 28 days.
Airtour Ltd., which is the umbrella

organization of Israeli travel agents,
last year organized some 55,000 out-

going Israelis to all parts of the
world, in 8,500 groups. This is about
25 per. cent of the total number of

Israelis, who spent their vacations
abroad. Jaffe estimated that this

year the total would be increased by
20-25 per cent. All charter flights will

be included in tour packages arrang-
,ed by approved travel agents.

man favourite for radio chief post

-lassies,
wefl Pest Reporter

je Ishon, assistant editor of

;L * as she Brifeh" — the National Religious
newspaper — fit now understood
he favourite candidate for.the
; director of ljKariBadJo. Tbe
/ill faU vacant

; te the spring

and relS^ “® retirement of the radio's.

present head. Hagai Plnsker.

Education Minister Zevuluu
Hammer, who is in charge of the
Broadcasting Authority, is known to

favour Ishou's candidacy and is un-
- derstood to have the Likud’s support
for his choice.

r?i«dii received strong army sup-

port against leftist-backed losing

candidate Mohammed Salah
Yahiaoui, party sources reported.

Chadll was born In Sebaa In

eastern Algeria in 1929, the son of a
landowner. French sources said he
served as a junior officer in the
French army before 1954, when the
Algerian nationalists unleashed
their eight-year war. He then joined

the nationalists guerrillas in the

1950s and by i960 had risen to com-
mand a battalion of the National
Liberation Army in the northern
zone of Constantine.

In June 1961, Chadll became a staff

officer under Bouznedienne, then the
ALN's chief of staff.

He took an active part in swinging
western Algeria to Boumedlenne In

the June 1965 coup that ousted
former president Ahmed Ben-Bella.
As a result, Chadll became a
member of the revolutionary council

that -ruled Algeria until
Boumedlenne died.

Chadll has lived for the past 14

years in Oran, where he became the

dominant personality of Algeria's se-

cond largest city and majority
shareholder of one of its largest

hotels. In late October, when
Boumedlenne collapsed into a coma
and could no longer carry out his

functions as president, prime
minister, defence minister,
commander-in-chief and chief of
staff, Chadll quietly and without
public announcement took charge of
the Algerian General Staff.

In a strongly applauded speech to
the congress delegates, Chadll
promised to uphold the
Boumedlenne heritage and Algeria's

"socialist revolution."

Leftist groups among the
delegates chanted "the' revolution
marches on," but it was not dear
whether the slogans were intended to

express support or opposition to the
new leader.
' tus nomination had iieun bitterly

opposed in pre-congressnegotiations
by leftist party leader Mohammed
Salah Yahiaoui, who campaigned
behind the scenes for several weeks
to drum up support for his own can-
didacy.
Yahiaoui was rejected by the

army leadership, who backed the
victorious ChadlL Over 600 of the 3,-

290 congress delegates were army
officers.

Yahiaoui retained his post as party
administrator.
Both Chadll and Yahiaoui were

selected from among the eight sur-
viving members of the revolutionary
council which helped Boumedlenne
rule. The council, Illegal under the
constitution, was dissolved by the
current party convention. A
presidential-parliamentary system
now will take over, party officials,

said.

All former member* of the council
were named to a 17-person polit-

bureau. A 150-member central com-
mittee was also chosen farthe party,
anfl was made its chairman.

Party sources said the convention
secretly recommended amendments
to the constitution which would give
Chadll less presidential power than
Boumedlenne had.
A foreign policy resolution, also

adopted by the convention, indicated
a continuation of the general line

which Boumedlenne had followed.

(AP. lReuter, UPI)

Diamond
Exchange
men linked

to thefts
By DAVID RICHARDSON
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Police arrested four members of
the Tel Aviv Diamond Exchange and
two other businessmen Monday
night on suspicion of buying
diamonds stolen from Ben-Gurion
Airport over the past year, it was
learned yesterday.
These arrests follow the detention

over a month ago ofH porters at the
airport who were held on suspicion of
stealing diamonds worth millions of
dollars from shipments arriving or
leaving the airport during the past
year. Police recovered some of the
stones.

The 11 porters will appear in a
Ramie court today, the attorney-
general having approved extension
of their remand. Those arrested on
Monday night appeared In the same
court yesterday and were remanded
for five days.
The four members of the exchange

who were detained are Ya'acov and
David Nofferber. Shrauel Nlsslm
and Leonid Bilder. Also detained
were Mordechal Nissim, a Tel Aviv
clothing manufacturer, and Bezalel
Abba, owner of a Netanya wedding
hall.

A special Investigating team of the
national unit for serious crimes,
headed by Pakad Moshe Khobler,
was appointed several months ago to
look into the plague of diamond
thefts at the airport. The investiga-
tion is continuing, and more arrests
are expected.

Banks bought
bogus dollars

By YORAM BAR
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Israeli banks have un-
wittingly bought thousands of high-
quality counterfeit dollars. And
some of the banks, unaware the
notes were faked, have already sold
them to customers, according to Tat-
Nitzav Binyamln Siegel, head of the
police fraud department.
Siegel said counterfeiting had

become so sophisticated that only
experts could detect the fakes. Bank
clerks could easily be trapped Into

taking counterfeit bills, he said,
because many branches were not
equipped with the machinery to
detect them.

Siegel warned the public not to
buy foreign currency from strangers:
"Better leave the buying to bonks,
because they at least are responsible
for the bills they sell."

The Tel Aviv District Court is In-

vestigating the case of Shalom Blus-

tein, a businessman who is suing
Bank Hapoallm for damages in-

curred in Switzerland when it was
found that $10,000 he had bought
from ' the bank were counterfeit.

the Bavii branch of Bank Hapoalim,
Tel Aviv.
The bank does not deny selling the

-dollars to Blustein. Zt says it bought
counterfeit bills from another

oatotner and . the fraud was too
Sophisticated to detect.

Spie Jerusalem Post has learned
that other Israeli hanks have also
bought counterfeit foreign currency.

Italy’s Premier

Andreotti resigns
ROME (AF). — Premier Glullo An-
dreottl, Ms Christian Democrat
minority government stripped of its

parliamentary majority, announced
his resignation yesterday, plunging
Italy Into a government crisis at a
time of growing terrorism and high
unemployment.
. The 60-year-old Andreotti an-
nounced the resignation of his 10-

month-old government after a
parliamentary debate.

The government, Italy’s 36th in the
last 84 years, lost its majority when
the powerful Communist Party,
denied cabinet posts, withdrew its

support, giving way to defections by
other parties.

President Sandro Pertini is to con-
sult political leaders amid expecta-
tion that he will designate Andreotti
to try to succeed himself.
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WASHINGTON. — Israel will

.have a good opportunity during
-'Secretary of Defence .Harold

Brown's coming visit to
Jerusalem to demonstrate that it

should really be considered a
strategic asset by the United
States.
This is what a top Pentagon of-

ficial told me the other day as we dis-

cussed the matter of Israel's

strategic Importance to the U.S. In

light of the chaos in Iran. : -

H Israel wants to be viewed as

America’s strategic ally, the official

said. It wOl have to start behaving

like one. This means that Israel will

have to begin to focus more on the

“regional” issues facing the U.S.

and the West rather than just stress-

ing its' bilateral arms relationship

with the U.S.
Because of the unforeseen set-

backs to the UJS. In the demise of the

Shah. Secretary Brown — who. em-
barks on a 10-day visit to Israel,

Egypt, Saudi Arabia and Jordan (a

last-minute addition) during the se-

WOLF BL1TZER looks at the impending
visit to the Middle East, including Israel, of

U.S. Defence Secretary Harold Brown.

Israel must focus now
on regional issues’

ALED
TOP FASHIONS

-I.'?®

cond week of February — will be
placing this broader matter of

regional security at the top of hla

agenda during Us meetings with

Israel’s leadership.

Brown, of course, win also be
prepared to spend a considerable
amount of time discussing with the
Israel leadership the supply of ad-

ditional hardware to Israel as well as
the financial assistance which will

be required to move the Israeli

defence tine from Sinai to the Negev.
But the Americans are more con-

cerned at this crucial moment in

Middle Eastern history In securing
and stabilizing the entire region aa
much as possible.

Ixf practical terms, this means
halting and eventually reversing the

latest Soviet Inroads in Africa, the
Middle East, and South Asia.

Brown, therefore, will be in-

terested in hearing from Israel's

leaders their thoughts on how Israel

can contribute to this regional effort

In the past, however, Israeli of-

ficials have sometimes
demonstrated impatience in discuss-

ing such wider Issues with their

American counterparts, prefering
instead to delve Into the more press-
ing matter of additional bilateral

arms supplies.

To Israel, such discussions ob-

viously have had a more immediate
appeal, and the Americans under-
stand this.

But that was in the past — before

Iran. If it should happen again, the

secretary and his senior Pentagor
advisers will conclude that Israel

has little interest in cooperating witl
the U.S. In the search for new ways
to stem the recent tide against the

Americans. Is that how a strategic
ally behaves duringa time of crisis?

In addition to examining the
security questions from the regional
rather than merely the strictly

national level, there will be other
ways Israel can demonstrate its

value to Washington. The Americans
realize that this wll] be difficult, and
at times very painful, for Israel. But
they insist that by promoting U.S.
strategic interests, even at the ex-
pense of some short-term Israeli in-

terests, the stability of the entire
region may be improved — a
beneficial development for Israel in

the long run.

Specifically, this will mean that

Israel might be asked to cooperate
with, or at a minimum not oppose,
America's efforts to maintain a pro-

western regime in Saudi Arabia. To
this day, officials here believe that
Israel's opposition last year to the
sale of F-13 fighters to Saudi Arabia
was shortsighted since Israel, also,

has an interest in retaining a pro-

western government in Riyadh.
There are some indications, accor-

ding to American sources, that

,9

Khomeini returns today
as army parades power
TEHERAN (AF). — Army
tanks, anti-aircraft gluts and
thousands of combat troops roll-

ed through the streets of
Teheran yesterday, but
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini
declared from Paris that he
would not be Intimidated by the
military show of force on the eve
of his expected return from 14
years of exile.
New violence, in which three per-

sons were reported killed, flared in
the capital as Khomeini's supporters
cleared the streets of charred debris
and barricades in preparation for
the religious leader's triumphant
arrival, scheduled for this morning.
Prime Minister Shapur Bakhtiar,

striking a conciliatory note in an ad-
dress over Radio Teheran, extended
congratulations to the nation on
Khomeini's Impending return.
“The government will respect bis

views and teachings and those of
other religious leaders and observe
the teachings of Islam." be said.
But. he went on, the government

"will enforce its legal duties precise-
ly and will resist chaos and doubtful
elements."
The prime minister said that

democratic reforms initiated by his
government and his approval of the
ayatollah's return obviated the need
for. continuing anti-government
demonstrations.
He warned that "every drop of

blood abed ... will rest on the
shouldez-s of those who plot and plan
a confrontation between the army
and the people and are trained to
misuse the peaceful spirit of this

government."
He called on the people “to keep

calm so that the government can
succeed in lifting martial law and.
returning the soldiers to their
barracks."

Criticizing Khomeini's plans for
scrapping the existing constitution,
Bakhtiar noted that it already bound
the nation to Islam and allowed for
"any political and social change"
within its framework.
Of his critics in the newly uncen-

sored Iranian press. Bakhtiar said
that after suffering for 25 years un-
der the absolute monarchy, the press
was suffering "at the hands of those
who were the servants of dic-
tatorship and now pretend
themselves to be revolutionaries."
A spokesman for Khomeini in

Paris conceded that, after reports
reached Paris ofImperial troops tak-
ing up new positions near Teheran’s
Mehrabad Airport, some of the
ayatollah's followers urged him to
postpone his return.
"But the ayatollah has made his

decision and that Is It," the
spokesman, Sadegh Ghotbzadegh,
told reporters in Paris.

The aide said that Khomeini will

holds news conference at Charles de
Gaulle Airport in Paris before boar-
ding a chartered Air France Boeing
747 at 1 a.m. today for the five-hour,

20-minute flight to Teheran.
Air France confirmed that the

flight would be carrying about 200

passengers, including the
ayatollah’s family, aides and sup-

porters as well as about 100 foreign

journalists.

Gunfire yesterday echoed near
Teheran university and Jaleh
Square, two flashpoints of pro-

Khomeini agitation, about the time
of yesterday’s display of military
might.

Officials at Jorjani hospital near

Jaleh Square said one person had
died of gunshot wounds after being
rushed to the emergency room from
the scene of a demonstration.

i
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Iranian Moslem leader
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini
prays at his home in exile in
France this week. (AF radiophoto)

A press photographer reported
seeing three persons. Including a
young boy and an elderly woman,
bleeding heavily from gunshot
wounds sustained near the archway
at the entrance to the university
campus.
Mullahs, Moslem preachers, rode

through the university area in sound
trucks, claiming soldiers had killed

two demonstrators in the vicinity
and warning others to disperse.

An official at the university's
Pahlavi Hospital said that 12 persons
had been treated for shock or for

non-serious wounds caused by
rubber bullets.

Demonstrators near the university

said soldiers at the rear of an ar-

moured column opened fire when a
stone was hurled at them from the
midst of a group of taunting youths.

Two police officers, Including a
lieutenant-general dragged from his

car, were attacked by anti-
government mobs near the universi-
ty during a week in which more than
40 people have died there.

Two U.S. Air Force C-141 transport
jets flew into Athens yesterday with
the first of more than 400 American
evacuees expected from Iran, a U.S.
embassy spokesman said in the
Greek capital.

In Manama, Bahrain, three
British Royal Air Force Hercules
transport planes arrived from the
Iranian capital with 200 foreign
evacuees fleeing from the strife-torn

country. The majority of the
evacuees were British women and
children, who were immediately
transferred to a British Airways jet

for London.

* International transport lorries

from European countries heading
for Iran or further east were now be-

ing stopped either at their point of

entry into western Turkey, or at the
Turkish-Iranlan border.

El A1 flight arrives

from Teheran
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — The first El A1 flight

from Teheran since the airport’s

closure almost aweek ago arrived at
Ben-Gurion Airport yesterday.

According to one of the plane's Ira-

nian passengers, there were several
more plane loads of anxious Iranians
awaiting transport to Israel.

Teng, Carter sign accords

on Sino-U.S. cooperation
WASHINGTON (AP). — China's
Vice-Premier Teng Hsiao-ping
wound up his Washington visit

yesterday with a sightseeing tour, a
private meeting with Richard Nixon
and the signing of accords with
President Jimmy Carter aimed at
boosting China’s great leap towards

The late afternoon signing
ceremony in the White House was
the climax of the vice-premier’s

three-day official visit. The
agreements set the framework for
cooperation in science and

technology, cultural exchanges and
the establishment of consulates in

the U.S. and China.
The most important agreement to

China's rapid drive under Teng's
leadership to become a world in-

dustrial power is the science-
technology accord, which ad-
ministration sources say will con-
centrate at first on space,
agricultural research and student
exchanges.

• Teng leaves this morning on a
cross-country tour to Atlanta.
Houston .and Seattle.

New proposal would launder

black money at discount rate
By SHLOMO MAOZ

Post Economic Reporter

A new Treasury scheme for
"whitening" illegal capital will

enable tax evaders — If It is adopted
— to declare hitherto concealed in-

come and pay tax on it at the rate of

only 25 per cent.

The scheme is to he presented to

the cabinet at Its Sunday meeting.
The scheme is favoured by outgo-

ing State Revenue Commissioner
Moshe Neudorfer, who told The
Jerusalem Post yesterday that the

state coffers could gain IL1.5b. by
bringing illegal money into the tax
system.
The new plan follows the failure of

last year’s scheme which enabled
tax defaulters to declare their illegal

earnings at the cost of a 60 per cent
taxation rate. The feeling is that
defaulters, alarmed by recent light-

ning raids by the tax authorities and

encouraged by the relatively low
rate of the penalty, will be eager to

use the opportunity to join the club of
regular taxpayers.
The scheme is thought to have

been leaked in advance In order to
test public response. When Finance
Minister Simha Ehrlich published a
similar scheme Last year, equally
generous In its treatment of tax
evaders, public opinion responded
angrily, offenders adopted a wait-
and-see attitude, and Prime Minister
Menahem Begin intervened to scrap
the plan.

Neudorfer, who said good-bye to
senior Treasury officials in a
ceremony yesterday, will be adviser
to the finance minister on the war
against inflation for the next few
months.

Carter won’t
‘waste time’on
summit now
WASHINGTON (UPI). — President
Jimmy Carter will not consider
suggesting another Middle East
peace summit unless Egypt and
Israel show more flexibility in the
currently stalled negotiations, ac-
cording to White House press
secretary Jody Powell.

"It is not his inclination to waste
the time of Mr. Begin, Mr. Sadat or
his own, or to raise false hopes and
expectations by convening such a
meeting without necessary precon-
ditions,” Powell said.

“I think the necessary precon-
ditions, in terms of flexibility, do not
exist at this point. The remarks on
flexibility applied to both sides, he
said.

And he repeated the president's
willingness to convene a summit, "if
necessary," to work out an accord,
but that speculation such a meeting
would occur was premature.
"The president has Indicated that

he would he willing to do that, if and
when an appropriate time comes.”
Powell said Carter was awaiting a

written report from Ambassador-at-
Large Alfred Atherton, who discuss-

ed the stalled talks with both sides:
"He'll be receiving a full report from
Mr. Atherton later this week.
Presumably based on that, we will

make decisions on how we might
proceed," Powell said.

Bomb in Jenin
A small bomb exploded outside the

labour exchange in Jenin yesterday,
but there were no casualties.

rael is beginning to appreciate this

isessment. Earlier in January,
hen the United States announced it

as redeploying a squadron of F-15's

Saudi Arabia in a high-profile

iow of strength designed to
iassure the nervous Saudi
ladershlp, Israel Informed
ashington that the planes could
fuel in Israel. In the end, this was
it required. The planes refuelled in

e Portuguese Azores after Spain

fused to grant permission. But
rael's gesture was not lost on the

mericana.
rhere may be another concrete

%y Israel can effectively

monstrate its strategic value to

9 west. This involves the future of

> Etrion and Eltam airbases in the

ifti.

The two airbases, according to

S. Air Force experts, are among
e most sophisticated anywhere,

[gr&el agreed at Camp David to

rypt's demand to evacuate those

rbases in exchange for U.S.
' (Continued on page ». coL 2)
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Starts Sunday.

Don't miss it

The late Konrad Adenauer listens to

Nahum Goldmann....

....who expounds his Ideas on the relationship between Germans and
Jews through the centuries.

A new look over the border: Hirsh Goodman pays his first visit to

Southern Lebanon since the Utani operation,

A dream ol Arab brotherhood: Ian Black gives the background to the

proposed union between Syria and Iraq.

Guess who came to dinner: Martin Schram of the "Washington Post"

reports on Nixon’s visit to the White House.

Making it good as gangsters: Robert Rocksway writes about the

Jewish role in organized crime in America.

How a woman sees women: A double page of photographs by Alim
Auerbach.

The new wave in Israeli film-making: report by Robert Rosenberg.

A catastrophic EUshon, a bemused Brrlyne, and, bringing up the rear

as usual. Dry Bones.

This and more In the weekend edition of
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Order your copy today
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SOCIAL & PERSONAL

Richard Lamm, governor of the
State of Colorado, yesterday ‘Called

on. Knesset Speaker Yitzhak Shamir
and was entertained to lunch by
Prof. Moshe Arens, chairman of the

Knesset Foreign Affairs and
Defence Committee.

Dr. Stuart Franklin, the South
African ambassador to Israel,

yesterday visited the H&dassah-
Hebrew University Medical Centre.

Birth

HATZAV— To Lindy and Zvi, a son,

Xdan, first grandchild for Alice and
Alvin Florea and Frida and Martin
Moldovan; on January 30, 1979,

Badassah Hospital, Mount Scoprus,

Jerusalem.

In Memoriam

The annual memorial service for the
“86" who fell In the Hebron Hills

while attempting to go to the relief of
the Etztan Bloc during the War of

Independence will be held on Friday
at 10:30.

Haifa district

psychiatrist held

on bribe charges
TEL AVIV. — A psychiatrist
suspected of taking bribes in return

for recommending that soldiers'

health profiles be lowered, had his

remand extended for 10 days in

magistrate's court here yesterday.

The Haifa district psychiatrist, Dr.
Yitzhak Frumkin, is suspected of

recommending that the profiles of

scores of conscripts and reserve

soldiers be lowered, so that they

could be freed from army service. In

return he is alleged to have taken

bribes ranging up to IL20.000 per

“patient."
Remanded at the same time for a

further IS days was Avraham
AUkabvili. suspected of being the in-

termediary responsible far putting

Friunkin in touch with soldiers wan-
ting their health ratings lowered.

Frunkin la alleged to have com-
mitted the offences during periods of

army reserve duty at Haifa's Ram-
bam Hospital. The police in*
veatigator told the court that only 13

sample files had been checked so
far, but the results have led to plans
to Investigate all the relevant files In

R&mbaxn Hospital.

The police investigator also alleg-

ed that AllkshviU had bribed women
soldiers working as clerks, giving
them money and clothes In return for

the necessary medical forms. (Ittm)

Israel and Rumania to
exchange youth groups

Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV.— Israeliyoungsters will

sing and dance in Bucharest this

summer as part of the first Jewish
youth exchange project between
Israel and Rumania.
Either a youth orchestra or a

dance group from Tel Aviv will

appear in Jewish communities in

Bucharest and other Rumanian
cities, while a Jewish youth
orchestra, composed of youngsters
from Rumanian communities will,

perform In various places In Israel, a
Tel Aviv Municipality spokesman
said yesterday.

Arms found in raid

on German neo-Nazis
BONN. — West German police
believe that young neo-Nazis may
have been responsible for the bom-
bing of television transmitters two
weeks ago in protest against the
showing of the TV drama
“Holocaust."
Yesterday, police in north Ger-

many seized four sub-machlneguns
as well as rifles, pistols and large
amounts of ammunition found
hidden in the homes of neo-Nazis.
Police also confiscated gas masks,
steel helmets and uniforms.

In addition, they found files in-

dicating that a group of 10 men aged
between 18 «nd 30 maintained con-
tact with the National Socialist

Workers Party of Germany.
Up to 40 per cent of all German

television sets were tuned to the

series and about two-thirds of the 30,-

000 viewers who phoned radio and
television stations to comment on the
series approved Its transmission.

But right-wing comments describ-

ed it as “cornflakes melodrama"
and the "lie of the century.”
Special telephone operators were

inundated with calls from anguished
Germans obsessed with talking
about “Holocaust."
“Der Spiegel" news magazine said

In a cover story this week that the
U.S. series ended for millions of Ger-
mans a 35-year taboo on discussing
Nazi atrocities.

In homes and offices, from Ham-
burg to Munich, Germans' shame
about the Nazi killings of six million

Jews has come out of the closet and

emerged. In “Der Spiegel's" words,
as “the topic of the nation."

Four young housewives and
students were still answering a

special number at Cologne Televi-

sion Studio yesterday, where a tem-
porary switchboard became a per-

sonal crisis centre for the entire

country.
“There were very many who

cried," said operator Ingrid Henkel.

"They were very emotional. It hit

them very hard. For us. it was
sometimes very difficult. You had to

be a kind of doctor for the soul.

“I have trouble falling asleep at

night because Pm always thinking
about the calls and the people who
were calling me and telling about
their worries while seeing this film,”

Henkel said. “I have to live with
their worries."
The switchboard was to have been

disconnected last Saturday, but so
many viewers kept calling that the

line was left open. More than 60 peo-
ple called the number on Monday
and a similar number called' on
Tuesday.
Henkel said many callers included

former members of the Waffen SS
elite guard, who said they learned
about the mass murders only after

the war.
“They said it was good the film

was shown but, according to what
they learned after the war, the reali-

ty was much worse than was shown
in the film,” Henkel said.

“Holocaust" was shown in four
parts last week. (UFI, AP)

Israeli causes benefited from

Anglo-Jewish financier’s misdeeds
LONDON (JTA). — A number of
Jewish and Israeli causes were the
recipients of money handed out by a
Jewish property millionaire who kill-

ed himself during a scandal about
his business affairs.

The report of a government In-

quiry into the affairs of the late Sir
Eric Miller, chairman of Peachey
Property Corporation, one of
Britain’s largest property concerns,
criticizes the lavish hospitality he
gave to such bodies as the Israel War

,

Widows, the Labour Friends of*

Israel and the Israel Embassy.
In most cases, the assistance took

the form of hospitality at the
Churchill Hotel. And the
beneficiaries believed Sir Eric, and
not his company, was paying for it.

In June 1976 Sir Eric treated the
Israel War Widows to more than £4,-

000 worth of hospitality. In April
1974, the Churchill Hotel hosted the
Israeli Independence Day
celebrations, at a coat of more than
£11 ,000 .

The inquiry says help for these

charities was “the least
questionable” of Sir Eric's ac-
tivities, but it was “unsatisfactory
conduct," because It was at the un-
witting expense of the company's
shareholders.
The report describes Sir Eric as a

proud, practising Jew “attracted to

the State of Israel, finding friends

among leaders of the Jewish com-
munity in country and In that
state. He wished to benefit charities

which that community sponsored.
This would have been a commen-
dable exercise of faith Ifhe had spent
his own money in its furtherance.
Regrettably we found that much of
his lavish entertaining and Indeed
his benefaction was borne, un-
knowingly, by the company,"

Sir Eric's generosity, described by
one witness at the inquiry as “a dis-

ease," was also extended to his
favourite football team and
members of the entertainment
world. He committed suicide jon
September 22, 1977 — Yom Klppur,
5738.

Amnesty report unjust, says Tamir
TEL AVIV (Itim). — The ac-
cusations presented in the Amnesty
International report are unjust, both
from the point of view of objective

justice and of international :

relations. Justice Minister Shmuel
Tamir said last night.

Tamir told the “Today" radio
newsmagazinethat in comparison to
the British and Americans during
World War 13, Israel deserves an in-

ternational merit award for its

liberal attitude regarding ad-
ministrative arrests.

“Despite the vicious attacks on us,
the truth is that only: several dozen
people -are' under administrative
detention out of a total Arab popula-
tion under our control of one and a
quarter million Arabs," Tamir said.

(Report, page 4)

Ministers can decide when to cat fuel
Energy Minister Yitzhak Moda’l

disclosed yesterday that his office

has prepared plans for fuel saving
and for cutting fuel consumption.
The scope and application of the
schemes would be decided on in
secret by a limited ministerial com-
mittee.
Moda'l said on Israel Radio's

“Press Conference “ programme
yesterday that the plans were
designed for three levels of im-

Visa for refusenik
after seven years
NEW YORK (JTA). — Bya Goldin, a
leading refusenik from Minsk, has
received an exit visa for Israel and
expects to leave by February 19, it

was reported yesterday by the Stu-

dent Struggle for Soviet Jewry.
Goldin, a 29-year-old engineer, had
been denied an exit visa since he
first applied in 1972.

QUAKE — A strong earthquake
shook an area 83 km. northwest of

the central Yugoslav city of Sara-
jevo yesterday. The official Tanjug
news agency said there were no
reports of damage. But the quake,
measuring 0.0 on the 12-point Mer-
calli scale, upset reaidentain Vlsoko,

Fojnlca and Buaovac.

piementation: a 10 per cent saving in
consumption: a 20 per cent saving:
and, in situations of energy crises, a
40 per cent consumption cut.

The 10 per cent level would be
achieved through voluntary action,
but administrative orders would be
used to implement bigger cuts.

Moda'l said the 10 per cent savings
scheme Is already in operation in in-

dustry. iltlm)

Soviet pianist wants
to stay in Belgium
BRUSSELS (UFI). — Soviet pianist
Mikhail Faerman, who won the
Queen Elisabeth Piano Contest

.
In

1975, has obtained a temporary
residence visa in Belgium officials
said yesterday.

They made it clear that Faerman,
23, who has decided to live in the
West for artistic reasons, had not
applied for political asylum.

Faerman arrived in Brussels with
his wife Mariana on Sunday. Reports
in the Belgian press said he had ob-
tained permission from the Soviet
authorities to travel to Israel, but in
Vienna went to the Belgian embassy
where he was given a visa.

ISRAEL MUST FOCUS
(Conttaaed from page 1) >

assistance in building two new ones
In the Negev. But the Camp David
agreement on Sinai stipulates that

the future use of the airfields, after

they come under Egyptian jurisdic-

tion, will be for civilian purposes on-

ly, including possible commercial
use by all nations.

To many U.S. military experts,
however, that would be an unfor-
tunate waste in terms of overall

western security in the region. It

would be a pity, they say, to see

these modern, strategically located
bases demilitarized at a time when
the Soviets are expanding their
facilities throughout the area.
Etzlon, moreover, must~be main-

tained on a dally basis became of the
intermittent periods of blowing sand
from the desert and flash floods.

Unless the runways are cleaned
regularly, the base will deteriorate
within a very few months. And then
it won’t have any military use for
anyone.

Israel Is hot about to withdraw
from those bases unless the peace
treaty with Egypt is signed and im-
plemented smoothly. And if that
should happen, if the normalization
of relations between Cairo and
Jerusalem should materialize, there

may be some room for flexibility on
both the Israeli and Egyptian sides
In determining the future of the air-

bases.
Perhaps, as was suggested by the

Americana at one point during the

negotiations last year, it would be a
good Idea for the U.S. to take control
of the bases for an extended period.

Israel rejected the proposal at the

time because it believed (wrongly)
that it would not have to give up the

bases as part of an agreement with
Egypt. Because Israel- rejected the

Idea, it was never seriously con-
sidered by the Egyptians.
Yet by accepting such a proposal

at this stage, both Israel and Egypt
could not demonstrate in a better

way their strategic Importance to'

the U.S.
It would also signal the beginning

buds of some modest forms of
military cooperation between Israel

and Egypt. Both countries do have a
common interest In resisting Soviet
penetration in the Middle East, and
this would be one way of doing It.

The Americans realize that such
limited military cooperation could
help in building mutual condfldence
between 'Israel and Egypt. It would
have the same purpose as fostering
regional economic cooperation.
Everyone realizes that implemen-

ting the treaty will be difficult and
painful for all sides, especially when
the process leading towards Palesti-

nian autonomy begins on the West
Bank and Gaza Strip.

Thus, Secretary Brown, during his
talks in Jerusalem, would probably
be delighted to hear Israel's best
thoughts on the subject.
* The Americans admit that such
talk takes a long-range view of
history- But they, have- the personal
experience of seeingformer enemies
(Japan and Germany) become
today's allies. It was not very long
ago that the Chinese were the “red
menace." and now Deputy Premier
Teng Hsiao-ptng is receiving the red-

carpet treatment here in
Washington.
And If It canhappen between these

fanner enemies, why not between
Egypt and Israel?

A blind man reads a regular written text through the use of a new
device developed in the U.S. (Israel sun)

Stiff sentences for terrorists
Two 19-year-old convicted

terrorists were sentenced to long
terms of Imprisonment yesterday.

In Hebron, a military court
sentenced Taha Awada of Dura to 10
years in jail for placing an explosive
charge in the labour exchange of his

home town on October 1 last year,
and for stealing sabotage equipment
and ammunition.

Awada was first sent to jail for a
security offence at the age of 16,

when he was trained by his brother,
who later escaped to Lebanon. After
last October's blast he hid in the
Hebron Hills for some days before
returning to Dura and seeking
shelter in a local home. The house he
chose belonged to a policeman, who
reported the incident. Awada was
picked up by security forces at his

parents' home a few days later.
' In Lod, a military court sentenced
Nabil Da’ana of Jerusalem to 15

years in jail for placing an explosive
charge in Rehov Hagai In the Old
City at the beginning of September
last year. The street leads to the
Western Wall and is frequently
crowded with worshippers.
Da'ana originally Intended to

place the charge near the No. 4 bus
stop outside the Hamashbir depart-

ment store in central Jerusalem, but
was joined by an accomplice and
decided to change the target. When
the charge failed to explode, he tried

to adjust the detonating mechanism
and precipitated a blast In which he
was badly hurt. He took refuge in his

own home, and was arrested by
security forces when he was
hospitalized.

Israeli soldiers still in S. Lebanon
Post Military Correspondent

Representatives of the IDF still

move around South Lebanon, the
army weekly “Bamahaneh" said
yesterday. The magazine did not
define the nature of these excur-
sions.

According to “Bamahaneh," 72,-

090 Lebanese citizens received
medical treatment at the “Good
Fence" between June 1978 and
December 1978. During the same
period goods valued at IL48.5m.
crossed the border.
An average of 875 workers daily

crossed the border to work in Israel,

the magazine reported, and another
4,913 Lebanese visited Israel for
short periods.

According to the statistics, about

half of the people who benefited
from the services at the “Good
Fence'' were Moslems, the
remainder being Christians and.
Druse.

Dutch UNIFIL men
due by March 15
THE HAGUE (Reuter). — The
Dutch battalion which is being
assigned to the UN peace-keeping
force in Southern Lebanon
(UNIFIL) will be fully operational,
there on March 15, a Defence
Ministry spokesman said here last
night. They will replace French
troops who are pulling out of
Lebanon.

Carmel Market to get police station
^ Jerusalem Post Reporter -.fireek. Municipal workers also

TEL AVIV.— Police will open a sta-

tion in the city's crowded Carmel
Market — a repeated target for
terrorist bombings — In addition,to
other security measures which have',
been introduced recently,
municipality spokesman Amikam 1

Shapira reported yesterday. /
Fifty safety-pits — for disposal of

grenades and other explosives —
were dug in the Carmel Market this

Arabs ordered

to sell land
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Some 150 landowners from the
villages of HLcma and Jaba, north-
east of Jerusalem, have received
letters ordering them to present
themselves at the offices of the
military government as they have
been served with “purchase orders"
for their property.
The land selected for expropria-

tion is on the border of the Neve
Ya’acov neighbourhood, and the
authorities are keen to buy it from
the Arab owners to expand the
Jewish quarter to the north and east.
The letters, which were sent on
January 20, make no mention of se-
questration but are specifically call-

ed “purchase" orders^
The landowners were summoned

to the office of the custodian for
absentee and state property in the
military government to receive pay-
ment for their plots. But on Tuesday
night they.announced that they had
no intention of presenting
themselves and were considering
legal action.

-.iveek. Municipal workers also have
begun to enclose the bottoms of
market stalls with metah-to prevent
explosives from being hidden un-
derneath them.

iv-., Plans also call for the area to be
utrijyged with loudspeakers, to aid
.(((police if an evacuation is needed.
• The municipality's counter-terrorist

activities In theCarmel Market were
prompted by the terrorist attacks on
Jerusalem’s Mahaneh Yehuda
market, the spokesman said.

Ramallah youths protest
terrorist home razings
RAMALLAH. — Groups of youths from
Ramallah and El-Bira demonstrated
yesterday and attempted to disrupt
the city's commerce In protest
against the demolition of four
terrorists' homes on Tuesday.
In the city's centre, youths stoned

passing army vehicles in the early
morning hours and threw stones on
the road at the entrance to the city.
They also Ignited tires and shouted
anti-Israel slogans. Security forces
dispersed the demonstrators and
several arrests were made. The city
returned to normal by afternoon,
and the youths were released.

REPAIRS. — The Usaishkin Bridge
over the Yarkon River, between
Sderot Rokah and Rehov Bnei Dan,
will be closed from this morning for
repairs.

FRIZES. — A Tel Aviv resident won
IL2m . in Wednesday's Lotto draw.
Six people shared the second prize
and will each receive IL30.051. The
ILlm . first prize in last week’s Mifal
Hap ay is lottery was won by a
Jerusalem woman.

The Government of Israel

expresses its profound sorrow
at the death of

MENASHE YEHEZKEL

who met his death at the hands of
contemptible murderers,

and conveys its feelings of grief
to the family.

Sir MARK HENIG
of Leicester, England

Chairman of the English Tourist Board
• has passed away.

Deeply mounted by his

daughter and son-in-law

Sandra and Moshe Alon
and family

UK Cairo envoy

visits Israel
Post Diplomatic Correspondent

Britain’s new ambassador to

Cairo, Michael Weir, arrived in

Israel last night for a brief visit en
route to take up his new appoint-

ment.
Weir Is to meet with a number of

prominent Israelis during his three

days here, among them Yitzhak
Rabin, Shimon Peres, Prof. Moshe
Arens, Foreign Ministry Director-

General Yosef Ciech&nover and his

assistant, Moshe Season.
This is believed to be the first time

that the Foreign Office has sent an
ambassador to an Arab country by
way of Israel
Weir has served until now as the

under-secretary for Middle Eastern
affairs at the office.

The British Ambassador to Israel,

John Mason, recently spent 10 days
in Egypt studying the peace process
from “the other side." While there,
he had a three-and-a-half-hour Inter-

view with Acting Foreign Minister
Butros Ghall (resident ambassadors
in Cairo usually get far leas time).

Hitch-hikers use gun to
j

Jerusalem Post Reporter
'ASHKELON. •£— A resident of Omer,
near Beersheba, was stopped Tues-
day shortly before midnight by three
men and forced at gunpoint to tyke
them to Ashkelon.

The man, whose name was
withheld by police, reported that he
had been stopped by a man preten-
ding to be a cripple, who asked for a

Former New York muj
Abraham Beams, ehafawi
the advisory hoard of tinU
Mizrahi Bank, who is in ho
fora board meeting ofthefenk

am'

get to .Ashkelon
ride. Whefi he opene^4hB^oaf,l
otter men forced their, Wfiy tab

car and, brandishing a gun, Mil
to take them to Ashkelon.
Police launched a f&ll-«i

manhunt using up to 40 men, ns!

the original suspicion — nowW
ed mistaken — that the men
have been among those pri

who escaped from Ramie Pdsa

January 8.

We regret to announce the death of

HILDE MARKAN-ELSAESSER
after a prolonged illness.

For funeral details please call the Sagi family, Pardess
telephone 063-77038.

Martin Elsaesser and children

Haim Markan, wife Mira, and child*81

Hanna (Multi) Sagi, husband Alter

and children
Grete Cohen
Aid Bober
Lotte Cohen

To Sara Brodetzki and Family

Deepest sympathy on the death of your dear one, our

.

DAVID BRODETZKI y-t

The families:
Avni
Atlas
Berenblum
Tzukerman
Marmur

Fish '•;«

Trim**
Wefto.

Waindt

Governor of the Bank of Israel
Supervisor of Banks
and Bank Executive Board

Chairman, Ad****?
Board aadComKU
and Staff'

'

* mourn the passing of
• j -

Dr. ERNST LEHMANN
member of the Banking Advisory Council and Board

and share in Che grief of the family.

The welzmann Institute ofScience -

;

expresses its condolences to r:f

Prof. Angel Faivovicfa •

of Santiago, Chile , ; ;
vz

on the passing of his

SARITA FAIV0VIGH i:
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denounce police bugging
By ASHERAVALLFISB
Post Ksouitt; Reporter

^ a^!*pt*tlou» pollcetope reootv
* Wig m«l« In the office of the former

a«d r?* w« of Haifa proved a bombshell
niJfllo the Hfeeaaet Law : Committee

>reaa ,
jpU Aterday, . It was rtiscunlng the

Plot *J ne*r
i«i

^dr,
Plot

f .J5S
JJ\V«d«pplng low. currently being.
^tr^jMured for the second reading.

Schwarz and Liftbltz drafted a
memo Later and they would endorse
4t-

Sls&hal said the officers were try*

big to introduce a red herring at this

point. Since the officials were not
suspects, he could not understand
why the police should want to make a

at *
Alignment** Mpsfce Shahs1

8fcboti*r ft trS\***ur). a Haifa -lawyer*, who
=eivert^ «

r
Me!M*UC6<* played The recording,

ooitetl® a 7*\d? PM* iaave the Impres-

ne Ab that ^they wm trying to trip

the ]S? *°ld t£SSofktfy UP” Hegot the tape afteraTU- ^ k —"Te produced it in. the High
Justice three months ago.

ip.,,. -i-nA, .^jcr»*wo made the secret recortilng
gajona r

it J$the ' .office ' of ’former-mayor
* ^roham Zeieel in Ajirtt i«78 when

• wnen pJJm , y came to talk to Win. about ibe
Tf

e
L JDSte^la^ie of Beit Halohenr. involving

?«Wag
fr.® cW^ged corruption in the construe*

thlehi*"- 0,11

In the Knesset

city attorney
~ o police officers lffd the discus?

TA \g ai. Shahal recalled. The three etty4^ Mo. ciala . were.; not -amipecta .to the

. he added/
e committee members listening
ip tape heard Zelsel suggest- to . . „ 0

Police officers that they send him
.

the talk being taped, they said.

m °f the conversation later for The majority of the Law <

ffsssi*

surreptitious recording unless they
planned to trip someone up. .

Almost ail the members ofthe Law
Committee objected to the clause in

. the draft law which would permit the
police to make a secret recording- of
ft conversation, provided one of the
two or more interlocutors agrees,
even without a court order.
Btoyamln Halevi (DM) is the sole
man on the committee willing to
grant the police this demand.
However, chairman David Glass.

Shahal. and S&ulamit Alonl (CRM)
said it would be ludicrous if one of
the interlocutors, who was also a
police officer, made the secret con-
versation legal by bis agreement to
It. The same would hold if a police
stool pigeon gave his agreement to

taccabj
urn2cl Jini

0
^*1

fife mil* be more effectiveif Zeisei
S Iine-uo

. to propose compulsory housing loan
: tte *££**& p“* K~“"

* specific demands axe the foUowlng:
• A

tyflles.

bwever. the' officers replied that

mlttee favours the
Corn-

formula
suggested by Supreme Court Justice
Haim Cohn, whereby eavesdropping

would be classified in principle as an
dffcncc liable to one year’s imprison-
ment, and whereby all the excep-
tions would be spelled out in a hard
and fast manner.
Amnon Linn (Llkud-La’am) noted

that army intelligence wiretaps
would have to have the personal per-

mission of the defence minister, and
Shin Bet (Security Service) wiretaps
.the personal permission of the prime
minister. In both cases, the justice

minister would have to get notifica-

tion. post factum , However, Linn
said, the police would have to be re-

quired to adhere very strictly to the

condition of prior permlaslon from a
judge, because "we have many
police officers who are ambitious.”

Justice Cohn, who will appear at

the Law Committee’s next meeting
on the eavesdropping bill, has
written the committee explaining
some of hla views on it. He wrote : "If

the authorities ordering the wiretap
have no grounds justifying it, and
made their decision because of

favouritism or political discrimina-
tion or other In&cceptable reasons,

why should they not be brought to
court?"
Cohn wrote: "Whatever might be

the level of the authorities taking the
decision, no level constitutes a

barrier to abuse of power: the
greater the authority —- the greater
is the danger of Its abuse,"

1 * css*mnd p

V Post Knesset Reporter

*ond o —i^av,d L « v 3V 1* b|» *irat
» :

ro^ainCWrance in the Knesset as
1:45. Stater of construction and houa-

^eanvi-hiJe,
y said yesterday that he will

P;j- has defg^pose to the cabinet the Jevy of a
Hapoei j^bpulsory loan -for popular-priced

inr- r3und of n^Wf.
P- ^toplytog to a motion for the agen-

byMleitael Hariah (Alignment),
said - that housing must be
as a national emergency un-

seeking an apartment
claimed that there was

atlpn for the state to aid
of luxury flats, as it now

ft was its duty to make
housing, available,

be will also seek to reach
arrangement with

-
the

.Administration .to en-
rapid allocation of land for

projects. that have been

urged young couples to go
at thejhomea of

minister andthe ministers

. agriculture, and housing
understand that

ust.begivenhighestpriori-
Hartsh'a .

comments, a -

_ of people altting to the
-of the public gallery rose'-

' Intern. spelling out

Now.** They were ejected
era;.-.'.

-
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Firemen’s sanctions *

„ Ttorior Minister Yosef Burg caU-
ormer New !|"tbe imposing of sanctions by
braham Beanie, smen ‘intolerable.". In Tel Aviv.
>e advisory brarifuaid. the sanctions. are, still in

Izr-.ihi Bank, ^yct, and two stations have been

r a boar<i

a; the flremen^hjive threatened
- «<- action beginning^today if the

„ % Li 1 niolpftllty does not gruit their
tO -“lSDK610Boands . for addftibntiH^By^luiti

300 per cent increment for
working regular hours on Saturday.
• A fireman summoned from home
to be credited with six extra hours, in
addition to the time worked.
A 18th month salary as an incre-

ment tor "effort."
• 20 days a year of paid hotel bills

ihavra’a) while on vacation.
Clothing allowances: nine shirts a

year, 10 pairs of trousers (Dlolen and
Dacron are specified), two pairs of
leather boots, one pair ofwork boots,

16 pairs of socks, 16 sets of un-
derwear, one raincoat, one business
suit, one tie, and (this only once
every.other year) one leather coat.

Burg on crime
In reply to a motion for the agenda

by Mbrdechal Wlrshubski (Sbai),

Burg said that to line with the
Shlmron Commission's recommen-
dations, there has been a com-
prehensive reorganization of the
police investigations branch and the

structure of national headquarters
has been changed. Burg said that 360

drug traffickers ware apprehended

to 1978. which was twice as many
as to 1976. He attributed this to new,
sophisticated methods that the
police put Into operation lost year.

Sabbath stones
Transport Minister Halm Landau

denied that Egged had imposed
"collective punishment" on the
residents of Mea She'arim to the
wake of last Saturday's Incidents.
Replying to a motion tor the agenda
by Avraham Melamed (National
Religious Party). Landau said that
Egged had every right to protect Its

passengers. Its drivers and its

property.

He Bald that, at his request, the

controller of road transport would
meet today with representatives of
Egged, the Jerusalem Municipality,
and the police, so that normal
transport service can be restored to

Mea She'arim.
Melamed said that Mea She'arim

was not to be equated with Natorel
Karta. as the majority of the
quarter’s residents are opposed to

extremist acts.

Singles get flats—but can’t pay

benefits.-. 'is

to prevent

£arc. brandish
bylToshe Meroa (Uahd-

t hpm tn ijfr
1 erals ) , who said that, the

1".!" d«nwinds came to IL70O a
tor each fireman. Among their

-.annum using am • •

>e original

i msiafcen — tbffj

ave been aromjfe
m ...

^"urovision telecast
aniisi. > a-

Bimiesiiwi-"* Jerusalem Post Reporter

irael TV technicians have
ho death of satened to prevent the broadcast

be Eurovision sang contest from
alem next month, to pressure
Broadcasting Authority to

live their long-standing work dls-

» with the management. /

he technicians have been preven-
; the broadcast- of TV shows due

„ . r m;iu paiiWart after midnight. •
* -

Safi -ari1 • he authority spokesman declined
oznment on the dispute, but Ira-

. t ,P And cfiil^d that. the technicians wouldn't
Au nnf tkftlv fhwiat 4n mtiaaI a 't'\7

Jerusalem Post Reporter

Almost half of the 60 stogie people
who qualified for flats in the
Jerusalem suburb of Ramot three
weeks ago now find they are unable
to payJar them.

.

' The stogies ore trying to organise

to pressure the Housing Ministry to

grant them better credit terms, a
member of the group told The

- Jerusalem Post yesterday. She said
that former housing minister Gideon
Patt had promised the stogies, prior

tp- his change of office,- that they
would get terms similar to those'ex-

,

tended to newlywed couples. But,
*fee added, nothing had'ccmeof the
promise.
She said that the price of the

smallest flats came to about IL393,-

000, including VAT. The Housing
Ministry offered a mortgage of
XL79.000 and another loan of IL50,-

000, both at 84 per cent interest.

According to the terms of sale, the
buyers must pay 15 per cent of the
price upon signing the contract,
another 20 per cent after a month,
and a further 25 per cent after two
months. Already, with the second
payment coming up, the buyers are
beginning to feel the pinch.
The final 40 per cent is due to be

paid during the period of construc-
tion and -upon completion of the
*building; ‘she added.- But the flats to
Ramot ‘tfrd ready, •'and have stood
empty for about two years, she said,

so even the final payment will have
to be made Immediately.

jd iiir.ess.
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Iza Begin urges
men to volunteer
Jerusalem Post-Reporter

- AVIV. —AUza Begin urged 500
aen, who metat theDiamond Ex-
age to Ramat Gan Tuesday, to
tribute their; time and fund-'
itog efforts to the needs of

rear tf^-ers young to conjunction with

itnu famil)
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addressing the first - meeting of
1 mond Merchants’ Wives for
mtary Activities (NILA), the
ne minister's wife said that these
aen have a. great potential in
foing children here who suffer
pi physical handicaps and social
jplems:
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Back to school today for Vietnamese
Jerusalem Post Reporter

The 100 Vietnamese boat people
who arrived to Israel last week will

start school, kindergarten and
Hebrew ulpan today.
Yesterday, the inter-ministerial

committee that prepared the
refugees' absorption visited the
Afula absorption centre where the
Vietnamese will live for the next few
months. The committee found the
Vietnamese In good health, con-
sidering the near-starvation they
suffered over the past two months
since escaping from Vietnam. Noun-

usual physical problems or diseases
were found during medical ex-,

amlnatlons conducted since they
arrived.

The Vietnamese couple who dis-

embarked to Dubai, on the way to

Israel, are expected soon.

The wife left the plane because she
was in labour and will arrive with
her husband and baby girl.

Meanwhile, the Vietnamese
woman who gave birth to a boy in

Afula hospital soon after arriving

has returned to the absorption cen-
tre.

Protest against SA anti^mitism
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visitors are welcome

By JOE KUITNER
Jerusalem Post Correspondent

JOHANNESBURG. — Publicly ac-

cused by Jewish spokesmen of Ignor-

ing a virulentanti-Semitic campaign
being conducted by 'a group calling
itself the National Front, South
African Justice Minister Jimmy
Kruger has finally instructed the
attorney-general to look Into the
matter.
Kruger declared that he would not

tolerate acts of racial incitement
after two Jewish MPs,. Harry
Schwarz, and Alf Wldman, showed
him racist leaflets distributed to

Johannesburg by the National Front.

They told him Jews would not take
such matters lying down and asked
him 'to make it clear that the
National ^Front could not import
fascist and Nazi doctrines Into South
Africa. The group Is led by British
immigrants.
The Jewish politicians acted after

a National Front meeting to the cen-

tre of Johannesburg was broken up
by 400 young Jewish demonstrators

carrying the Israeli flag and
National Front leader Jack Noble

had threatened to ask "Afrikaans
students to provide some muscle"
for a meeting he intended to hold in

Pretoria.-

Noble suffered cracked ribs and

Internal bruises when he rushed
furiously among the demonstrators
in Johannesburg, whom he called "a
pack of howling wolves." However,
police Colonel H.C. Muller, whose
squad had stood by to case of trou-

ble, said he had no compl&lnte about
the behaviour of the Jewish youths.

Jewish anger at the National
Front's activities has been fanned by
a pamphlet campaign blaming "the
Zionists" for all South Africa's ills

and calling for public ^ction against
them.

Noble has announced plans for a

visit by the leader of the National

Front in Britain, Jack Tyndall.

Alitalia's Israel boss
ends tour of duty

Jerusalem Post Reporter -

Alitalia's general manager for

Israel, Federico Traversi, is winding
up his tour of duty after more than
two years and will return to the

Rome head office, where he will hold
the new post of commercial product
director.

He is succeeded by Francesco
Brancuccl, 44, who comes to Israel

after a four-year stint as the firm's
general manager in Malta.,

Geographical Tours Ltd.

SO Shalom Alelchem Street, Tel Aviv. Tel. Utwzs, 28588(1

Bookings are now being

accepted for our spring tours.

Himalayan Trek
For strong hikers

Departure: March 27 (81 days)

Springtime in Greece
Departure: April 4 (19 days)

Spring tour of Turkey

Departure: May 4 (22 days)

For further details, itineraries and booking, please contact our office.
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Demonstrators stand in the Knesset's public gallery yesterday and
hold up letters spelling out the words "Housing Now," before being
ejected by Knesset guards. (Rahamim Israeli*

Plaudits for Eliav as he
takes leave of Knesset

Post Knesset Reporter
Arye (“Lova") Eliav yesterday

submitted his resignation from the
Knesset to Speaker Yitzhak Shamir.
Under a pre-election agreement in
the Shell party, he agreed to resign
after two years. He will be succeed-
ed by Url Avneri. editor of “Ha’olam
Hazeh."

In his farewell speech from the
Knesset rostrum (formally to the
framework of a motion for the agen-
da), Eliav again enunciated his par-
ty's goal of achieving peace
"between a sovereign Israel to the
pre-1967 borders and the Palestinian
nation In Its state, on the West Bank
and in the Gaza Strip."
Such a true peace. Eliav said,

would enable Israel to concentrate
on its social goals, solve the problem
of the ethnic gap as well as the
problem of the Israeli Arabs, gran-
ting them complete political and
social equality.

Deputy Speaker Shoshana Arbell
lauded the "glorious pages" Eliav
wrote in the history of Zionism and
the Jewish people before and after

the establishment of the state. She
spoke of his invaluable contribution

to the development of the desert, the
security of the state, putting
development areas on their feet, im-
migrant absorption, and "the in-

tegration of the exiles."

Minister without Portfolio Moahe
Nlsslm expressed the hope that
Eliav was taking his leave from the
Ninth Knesset only and would serve

again to the future. Few individuals
combine within them, as Eliav does,
the qualities of thought and action,
he said. Although Eliav did not win
the majority over to his ideas,
Nlsslm said, they caused ferment to
Israeli society.

The session had the air of a
general tribute to Eliav, who Is
respected by all sides of the House
including his right-wing adversaries.
Over one-third of the chamber was
present, which is highly unusual for
a motion by a small faction at 11
a.m. on a Wednesday morning.
Premier Men&hem Begin was at the
cabinet table and the three Labour
leaders — Shimon Peres. Yitzhak
Rabin and Ylgal Alton, were In their
seats. (Eliav was secretary-general
of the Labour Party in I961-7Z.)
Eliav commanded close attention

and complete silence during his
speech. After he sat down, more than
a score of members from all factions
came over to shake his hand.
Eliav Is the fourth Knesset

member to have resigned since the
Ninth Knesset convened in the
summer of 2977. The first three were
Meir Zorea (DMC), Haim Zadok and
Aharon Yadlin (both Alignment-
Labour) .

One veteran parliamentary
observer commented: "All four —
Zorea, Zadok, Yadlin and Eliav —
were m.en of substance who left the*
Knesset poorer by their departure.
They all went because they wanted a
change and had the opportunity."

University teachers close classes

today in warning strike over pay
Bv BENNY MORRIS

^eriiSalem Post Reporter

Iqra$r&, University 'teachers • will

hold a one-day warring strike today
in the hope of speeding up the

current pay negotiations. The
academics contend that their
salaries have eroded by 40 per cent

in relation to comparable
professional groups In recent years.

Hebrew University Prof. Azrlel
Levi, a leader of the protesting lec-

turers, told The Jerusalem Post that
the negotiations with the university
authorities are stalled, pending a
Finance Ministry decision on up-
grading lecturers' pay.

A university lecturer currently
earns IL5.500 a month net; a full

professor, with maximum years of
tenure, earns IU.0,500 a month after

tax. according to Prof. Moshe Rosen,

Rector of Ben-Gurion University.
In - September 1078 a committee

headed by Dc. Zvi Sussman. of the
Bank of Israel concluded that the

pay of university teachers had fallen

considerably below that of similarly
trained professionals, and
recommended appropriate ad-
justments. This finding was en-

dorsed by the Presidents and Rec-
tors committee of Israel's univer-
sities.

"If lecturers’ salaries are not sub-
stantially raised, good people will

shun university careers," warned
Rosen. He noted that already, at
Beersheba, excellent graduates are
leaving for jobs in the private sector
without even seeking higher
degrees.
The strike, of both senior and

junior academics will start at 10

a.m.

Arab students ask for autonomy plan
Jerusalem Post Reporter

ACRE. — A group of Arab students
at Jerusalem^ Hebrew University
have asked that Arabs to Galilee and
the Triangle be given the right to join
the autonomy plan for the West Bank
and Gaza Strip. Eighty per cent of

Israel's Arabs live to these areas.
The students published their re-

quest to their Jerusalem magazine
‘El-Tahdi" (The Challenge). They
applied to Rakah to adopt this plat-

form, but the Communist party
strongly rejected the suggestion.

Education Minister Zevulun
Hammer will meet today with the
beads of Israel's student unions to

discuss the problem of PLO-
supporting Arab students on cam-
pus. While Hammer will reiterate
his stand that authorities must take
action against anyone denying
Israel’s right to exist or supporting
violent action against the state, he
will call upon the Jewish student
leaders to exercise restraint to avoid
a deterioration in inter-ethnic
relations on the campuses.

Arkia strike

averted for now
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL^AVTV. — The threat of a total
strike by all of Arkla's personnel has
been temporarily averted.

At a press conference held yester-
day at Belt Sokolow in Tel Aviv,
Arkia’s works committee promised

a solution to the domestic airline's
problems, that Arkia employees
would not strike until the end of
February, it Is hoped that the air-

line's own plans for rehabilitation
and development will be approved in
the allotted time, thus negating the
need for a strike.

Arkia prefers either absorption
within El Al or becoming totally In-

dependent.

TV head says staff

is being maligned
Post Knesset Reporter

Arnon Zuckerman. the director of

Israel TV, said yesterday that he
was fed up with his staff being
stigmatized as a “leftist Mafia," and
the people who made those charges
should either put up or shut up.
Zuckerman told the Knesset

Education Committee: "If the
charges against TV staffers are

C
J
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tee 1 serious, le^s have a commission of

Inquiry to go into them in depth. But
all this smear campaign is unfair

and it must stop.’
1

He said: "I have long ago ceased

getting annoyed at all the attacks."

Yitzhak Livni, director of the

Broadcasting Authority, said he was
very worried about the way of the

authority plenum and the board of

directors were upsetting the
democratic balance In the authority.

Ministry of Communications

Change in Cost of Phone Calls to

the Philippines

The ratr for tclrptionr utils to the Philippines has been changed, ellreiive

today, February 1, 1079.

The new rates are given below:

Person-to-person call, ist 3 min. or part thereof IL404.40
Station-to-statJon call, 1st 3 min. or part thereof 1L202.20
Each additional nilnutc or part thereof 1L 67.40

IDF command changes
Post Military Correspondent

Two changes In the IDF command
will go into effect tomorrow: Aluf
Shlomo GaziL will hand over his job
as head of military intelligence, and
Aluf Avraham Orly will be leaving
as chief coordinator of activities to
the administered territories.

Gazlt will be replaced by Aluf
Yehoshua Sagie, and Danny Matt
will take over from Orly.

mifal hapayi:

High-class call girl racket

said run by woman of 73
TEL AVIV (Itim). — A 73-year-old

woman who was once married to a
high-ranktog public figure was held
yesterday on suspicion of running a
disorderly house. The woman is

thought to have operated a call girl

network in the city from her North
Tel Aviv home.

Lists found in her flat included the

names and telephone numbers of

known prostitutes.

Police think the woman gave
details of the call girls in her lists to

a regular clientele drawn mainly
from Tel Aviv's upper classes. The
privileged "club members" would
“recommend" candidates for con-
sideration as new clients.

The suspect’s arrest comes after
investigations by the Tel Aviv police'

vice squad. The woman was arrested
once before, many years ago, on a
vice charge.
Police expect further arrests,

primarily of call girls catering to
wealthy clients in the Tel Aviv area^

Meshel demands answers from Ehrlich
By LEA LEVAVI

Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. —
- Finance Minister

Sim ha Ehrlich, who should be
leading the economy, is instead only
saying "amen" to agreements
reached between the Histadrut and
the manufacturers, Histadrut
Secretary-General Yoroham Meshel
told reporters here yesterday.
Meshel added that he had just sent

Ehrlich a comprehensive memoran-
dum of all Histadrut demands and
questions which have not been
answered during the recent Meshel-
Ehrlich correspondence. “If we don't
get straight, positive answers, we're
ready to call the Executive Into

special session and plan an all-out

war." he warned.
“When private and Histadrut

firms have agreed to try to keep
prices down, there Is a climate which
the government could use to combat
Inflation," he advised. Together with
us and the employers, the govern-
ment should work out a comprehen-

sive plan — after admitting that the
economic programme of October
1977 was a mistake. It is all bad and
rewards profiteering and specula-
tion instead of hard work."
Among the demands which Meshel

reiterated in his letter to Ehrlich
were a 50 per cent (instead of a 25)

tax exemption for pensioners: a 5

per cent tax discount for wage-
earners whose taxes are withheld at
source; an amendment in the law
enabling men at 65 and women at 60
to cash in compulsory savings bonds
before maturity; more effort to stop
tax evasion and improve collection;

new taxes on capital and speculative
profits and real estate: no higher
VAT: agreement with the Histadrut
on a formula for subsidizing essen-
tial goods and services; and a solu-

tion to the housing problem.
"We're not going to stand for

evasive answers, or lack of
answers," Meshel said. "Lately,
even getting a ’no' out of Ehrlich Is a
great accomplishment.’’

Embassy again issues Nigeria visas
By DAVID LANDAU

Post Diplomatic Correspondent

The British embassy in Tel Aviv 1b

again issuing Israelis with visas to

visit Nigeria after a suspension of
more than a week. The resumption
follows an instruction from the
Foreign Office in London to the em-
bassy to resume issuing the visas as
previously.
About 850 Israelis travelled to

Nigeria last year. About half ofthem
were employees of Solel Boneh, the
Histadrut building firm which is

engaged in extensive projects in

Nigeria (and elsewhere to Africa).

The instructions from London to

the embassy here to ceaae
automatically issuing the visas to
applicants, and instead refer each
application to Lagos resulted from a
Nigerian request last year that visa
applications by nationals of "un-
friendly countries" be referred to

;
Lagos. - - -

In the course of diplomatic ex-

changes between Britain and
Nigeria, a Nigerian official ap-
parently listed Israel and South
Africa as "unfriendly countries."
The British embassy in Tel Aviv

immediately implemented the new
Instructions, but pointed out to London

that Israel had friendly — though not
official, diplomatic — contacts with
Nigeria. Subsequently London-
Lagos communications seem to have
resulted to the reversal of the policy,

allowing Israelis to obtain visas
from the British embassy after un-
dergoing a superficial screening.

The restored situation is to remain
in force, it is understood, "pending"
further clarification between London
and Lagos.
Knowledgeable observers believe

that there has been a high-level deci-

sion in Lagos to continue enabling
Israelis to obtain their visas directly

through the British embassy.

Tiberias water polluted
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TIBERIAS. — Significant pollution
was discovered in the drinkingwater
of Tiberias • yesterday, and the
Health Ministry asked, the
municipality fo purify the water im-
mediately.
Mayor Yigal Bibi said the

municipality has taken the
necessary measures and asked the
national water company, Mekorot,
to supply the city with well water.
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If you buy the Jerusalem Post from your local shop,

you are already paying the new price.

Why not let us deliver it direct to your home every

day and help save you hundreds of pounds?

Here's how.

Send us your new subscription, extend an existing

one or renew before February 1 5, and you can do it

at the old price. AND REMEMBER, any additional

price increases during the period of your subscription

will be borne by us.

Old Price New Price

IL1.825 112,050

!L 970 IL1.100

II 500 |L 560

One year's subscription

Six months

Three months

Complete the coupon beiow and return it with your

cheque before February 15.

THE JKKUSALEK
To: P.O.B. 81, Jerusalem.

I wish to subscribe/renew/extend my existing subscription

to The Jerusalem Post

Please deliver the-paper to my home every day for

.

three months/six months/one year, at the old price.

My cheque for IL500/IL970/U.1.825 is enclosed.

NAME.

ADDRESS.
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ADVT. 1 Black colleagues want Smith to quit

Shops and Services

in Jerusalem

By MIKE ARONSTAM
All under one root
Houminer's is Jerusalem's leading
department store where you can
shop for all your building equip-
ment. household needs, garden
equipment, plastic goods,
bathroom fixtures and fittings, cur-
tain rails and a large variety of
tools. Practically anything you
need for the home, you'll find quick-
ly and conveniently under one roof.
And thenicest thing about shopping
at Houminer’s is the fact that
should you change your mind about
any purchase, you can bring it back
for a full refund of your money.
Shopping at Houminer's is an en-
joyable experience, with the plea-
sant background music. They're
ear Beit Ha ’am, 4 Bezalel St. Tel.
226471.

Test your shocks
The best recommendation I can
give is from actual experience.
That 'a why I recommend that you
have your shock absorbers tested at
Auto Check. They have just Install-
ed the most modern testing equip-
ment. Tou simply ride your car
over the unit and you watch as the
recorder — it looks like a medical
heart monitor — spells out exactly
what's wrong or right with your
shock absorbers. On Israeli roads,
shock absorbers usually start to
give trouble at about 40,000 km. and
if you don't have them seen to, it

could lead to expensive repairs
later. Auto Check Is, without a
doubt, the most well-equipped gar-
age in Israel. It's run by South
Africans in a very professional and
honest way. Tou can trust them.
Auto Check Is In the T&lplot In-

dustrial Area opposite the car licen-
sing grounds. Tel. 710298, 718363.

Take a good look
at yourself!

There are very few
people who really
know themselves.
Their innermost
traits and
characteristics are
often hidden. This
lack of insight can
be the cause of

many worrying frustrations and
problems. Uelr Shaul has theuacien-

tific ability to reveal your
character, your- personality and
your real self through the science of

chirology (palmistry). In a 2-hour
session, he will tell you more about
yourself than you ever believed
possible. And using this informa-
tion, he will guide you — in
business, professional, family and
social spheres — so that you.can get
the most happiness and satisfaction
from whatever you plan to do.
Phone Melr at 02-68841. Rehov Aza
21, Jerusalem from $ a.m.-S p.m.,
for an appointment. It could be the
most important phone call you will

ever make.

Hahn for toys and

The gift shop
The next time you're looking for a
gift or something really nice for

yourself, visit Merkaz n»»h«i in the

Clal Centre. They have a tasteful

selection of silverware, porcelain
dinner sets and a variety of smaller
items in onyx and other semi-
precious stones. They also have a
wide range of religious articles. I'm
sure you'll find the right gift at

Merkaz Hashai in the Clal Centre
on Jaffa Road. Tel. 242931.

games
At Hahn Toys, Jerusalem’s leading
toy shop, you'll find a combination
of service, reasonable prices and
variety that makes shopping a real
pleasure. Hahn's are stockists of
some of the most popular imported
games including: Jumbo games
and puzzles, Fimo modelling
material. Hopper, Fisher-Price
toys, Playakool and others. Whether
you’re looking for a gift for your
own family or for a friend, you can't
do better than Hahn's toy shop. 7
Rehov Shamai (opposite the Orion

Cinema). Tel. 222034.

Optician with a
difference
Arifa Optic in the dal Centre 19

probably the most far thinking opti-

cian In Jerusalem. Zalman, the
owner, studied in America and
speaks English perfectly. He offers
free eye-testing and a 24 hour ser-

vice. His prices are approximately
20% cheaper than most, and he
guarantees the frames for one year.
No matter how, .you, break them,
they will be replaced free of charge.
I call that real service!. Arik Optic
arc opposite the Kflr Cinema in the
ClalCentre.

Do-it-yourself

dry cleaning
Now you can do all your dry clean-

ing at half price at Bunnyclean Dry
Cleaners and Laundromat. Bring
along a 6-kilo load and you can take
lthome in 33 minutes. Ideal for cur-

tains. blankets, loose covers, heavy
woolens, etc. Bunnyclean also
specializes in automatic laundry
and individual dry cleaning. Take
all your laundry and dry cleaning to
Bunnyclean, 61 Herzog St. or 212

Jaffa Road (opp. Shaarei Zedek).
Tel. 36663

New Immigrants and
old timers
You want to furnish your flat

nicely? Visit the three exhibition
floors of Nohlut Ltd. Furniture, 4

Shlomzton Hamalka str. Nohlut’s
Furniture Store was established

over 40 years ago and is known for

good quality furniture in the best of

taste. Pop in. You will not be disap-

pointed. For new immigrants,
reduction of 32% on Kibbutz
Shomrat furniture.

Tennis anyone?
There's a sport shop in the Clal Cen-

tre, which apart from stocking a
complete range of anything and
everything in the sports arena,

specializes in tennis equipment and
clothes. They have a beautiful

selection of tennis shirts and shorts,

and. of course^ all -the -equipment
you need. They also have the com-
plete range of Adidas as well as

camping equipment. The' name of

the shop is Malmilion and they’re

right next to the Kfir Cinema on the

lower ground floor of the Clal Cen-

tre. Any purchase from them en-

titles you to free parking in the Clal

Centre. Tel. 246870.-
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Solaroid Roller Blinds.
Show off your win-

dows to their best
advantage with
Solaroid Roller
Blinds. There’s a

of beautiful designs
to match your win-

dows with the rest of the room.
Solaroid is the most modern con-

cept in window decor. The designs

are Scandinavian, the fabric ts cot-

ton treated with plastic and is Im-

ported. Order Solaroid Roller
Blinds to your own specifications.

They're easy to install and act as &
sun filter. Adjust them to any
height with fingertip control. High
quality Solaroid Blinds won't fray

at the edges. Change your house
into a real home. Fit Solaroid

Roller Blinds. Jerusalem: 23 Hillel

St., Tel. 233843. Tel Aviv: '282

Dixengoff. Tel. 441178.

Dirty books
Go into Bestsellers
and have a look at
some of their dirty

books, that is.

secondhand books
that-are not quite so

clean and new. Bestsellers
secondhand hook section Is growing
fast, so despite the fact that they are
a little dirty, I’m sure you'll find
some really interesting reading at
low prices. And don’t forget to take
your dirty hooks along with you .to

exchange. Also if you want some of
their cleaner books, Bestsellers is

still giving a yhopping 23% dis-

count. For a cup of free coffee,

clean or dirty books, Bestsellers is

on the top floor of the Clal Centre in

Rehov Yafo. Tel. 223620.

New Olim.
Time to pay for your
electrical appliances

Rim’s For Ton
Whatever shape or size your
kitchen is, you can put it Into good
shape by visiting Uni Furnishers.
They have a large range of colours
and designs and will build the units
specifically for your kitchen — at a
low price. Ask them to give you a
free quotation and, if you're a new
immigrant, take advantage of a
20% discount and no VAT. Rim
gives you friendly and courteous
service — and a 1-year guarantee.
There are 16 stores to serve you
from Haifa to Beersheba.

New olim in Jerusalem, Haifa and
the North can buy all their elec-
trical appliances with easy monthly
instalments. The bigger the
purchase the more time you get to
pay. Don’t wait for prices to go upx
contact Electro Balt today and pay
today's prices. Electro Bait will get
you through all the time-consuming
red tape quicklyand efficiently. For
your refrigerator, cooker, washing
machine, dryer, TV set, etc., see
Electro Bait today. You’ll get a
guarantee and reliable after-sales
service. Plus transportation if you
need it. Jerusalem: 72 Rehov Yafo,
Tel. 02-233524. Haifa: 15 Derech
Neve Sha'anan, Tel. 04-220678.

If you would Uko aa advertisement to

appear in this column please contact,

Tel. 03-713076.

BAIRS: ILZ71S per colama-tnch, pins
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Reductions for multiple Insertions.

Light up your home...
...with beautiful
lamps and lamp
shades from Stern
in Strauss St.
Stern’s have the
largest selection of
unique light fit-

tings in
Jerusalem. You
can choose from

ultra modern designs or more con-
servative. to suit your taste and
home decor. You'll find a variety lor

every room in your home in stainless

steel, crystal and plastic including
ornamental garden and balcony
lights. At A. Stern you can really
light up your home...beautifully.

You'll find them at 16 Strauss St, Tel.
245560.

Arabia of Finland
at Intira
Intira has just received a large new
shipment from Arabia of Finland,
including 8 unique designs of dinner
and coffee sets, glassware,
ceramics and oven-proof dishes etc.

You’ll find a wonderful selection of
household wares at Intira, who are
the sole Jerusalem selling agents
for world-famous Royal Doulton
fine bone china. Shopping at Intira

is a real pleasure. I recommend a
visit. You'll find them at 27 Keren
Kayemet opposite the Rehavia
Gymnasia. Tel. 39770.

Pinat Hachai
Man's best friend is his dog. If

you’re looking for a healthy pet
that's been beautifully cared for,

Pinat Hachai is the place to go. At
Pinat Hachai there are regular
veterinary visits by Dr. Seckeliss.
All dogs have been immunized and
you will receive a 10-day health
guarantee. Pinat Hachai also has a
large selection of talking birds. For
all your pets, pet foods and
accessories visit Pinat Hachai, 6

Shamai St. Tel. 02-282107.

Dog Kennels
Now you can go on holiday fully

confident that your dog will be well
looked after. Havat Hanemanim is

a dog kennel where the owners real-

ly care about animals. There are
weekly 'vet inspections, flea and
tick powder is continually used, and
inside and qutside daily exercises
are carried .out. At Havat
Hanemanim thedogs are fed accor-
ding to a strict and very healthy
diet. When you go away give your
dog a holiday, too. Take him to
Havat Hanemanim. Tel. 02-232107.

Linen & Towels
from the USA
Sheila’s, the select. Intimate shop in
the Clal Centre, has just received a
new selection of towels and linen
from America. Really delicious,
stuff. As a matter of fact. Sheila's
have- a wonderful selection of all

linens including tablecloths, sheets,
etc., at prices that compare
favourably with local
products...What’s more, you can
arrange to pay In easy instalments.
Visit Sheila's. 201 Clal Centre, 2nd
Floor.

Winter car protection
Good news for the
rainy season: get
your rubber refills

for your windshield
wipers at
Solomon’s Aoto

Accessories, 24 Agron St., near the
U.S. Consulate. Also all the winter
items you're going to need far com-
fortable driving' in cold weather:
battery cables, rubber floor mats,
rear window defrosters, fog lights.

Also winter sprays to protect your
battery and ignition system. And
don't forget, Solomon’s have the
largest selection of seat covers in
the Jerusalem area. Visit Lennie
and Toby Shuster, new immigrants
from the USA at Solomon's Auto
Accessories. Tel. 248925.

New children’s boutique
Ihiftaf, a new children's boutique

has opened in the Clal Centre. Dur-

ing the first month they will be giv-

ing out free gifts with all purchases,

plus a 10—15% discount if you take

this ad with you. Talital keeps an
outstanding range of hand-knits for

babies and children. They have
some exquisite dresses for all ages

up to 14 years — dresses that you
won’t find anywhere else in

Jerusalem. Also hand-made
mobiles, leather bags and a wide
variety of decorative accessories.

What's more. Talital will take

orders for any hand-made Item you
require — to your own
specifications. Visit Talital on the

ground floor of the dal Centre on

Jaffa Road (near the Kfir Cinema)

.

Chaim and Henry
If you’ve been looking for those
well-known house-painters from
England Chaim and Henry, you can
contact them at Tel. 66475, evenings
(not Shabbat). Chaim and Henry
have a reputation in Jerusalem for
doing clean efficient work. They
offer a courteous and reliable ser-
vice, and will leave your home
clean and tidy after the work is

done. Ask them for a free estimate.

BUYING OR SELLING
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Haluah Hakaful...
BETTER RESULTS

Numero Uno!

SALISBURY (Reuter). — The party
of Bishop Abel Muzorewa, one of the
three black leaders in Rhodesia's in-

terim government, yesterday
demanded that Prime Minister Ian
Smith withdraw from office when a
new government is elected In April.

The bishop’s United African
National Council said Smith's
resignation was vital for the new
black-dominated government's
chances of winning International
acceptance after the April 29 elec-

tions.
Smith won a smashing referendum

triumph on Tuesday when the coun-
try's whites overwhelmingly ap-
proved proposals for a new constitu-

tion and one-man, one-vote elections.
Final results showed 84.4 per cent

supported the constitution.

But the prime minister's own
plans remained in doubt yesterday.

Sources inside his Rhodesian
Front Party said Smith planned to

retire from politics and would not

stand in the April election. But other

informed political sources said

Smith would go only if Britain and
the U.S. backed the interim
government's plans for an end to out-

right white supremacy. Otherwise,
the sources said. Smith would con-
tinue in cabinet office under a black
prime minister.
“In effect, he is saying to the

Anglo-Americans: 'my resignation
for your recognition',’’ one source
said.
But Bishop Muzorewa's council

said in a statement that Smith's

withdrawal was needed so that the

world would see that he^ was no

longer "running the show."
The statement said . Smith’s

resignation would also encourage

defections from the Patriotic Front

guerrilla alliance now fighting the

interim government.
The transitional government aims

to set up a national unity coalition

after the April ballot in -which
whites, who make up less than 4 per

cent of the population, .would hold up
to 28 per cent of cabinet seats — a
scheme believed to have been drawn
up by Smith.

If Smith stays on. he is widely ex-

pected to demand the defence port-

folio.

London hospitals may close

as strikes choke off supplies
LONDON (Reuter). — Six London
hospitals faced possible closure
yesterday and hundreds more began
emptying wards because of strike
action by Britain's 230,000 hospital
ancillary workers.
Half the country's 2,300 hospitals

were accepting only emergency
cases and a few were turning away
all patients as the state health ser-

vice reeled under the affects of its

worst-ever labour crisis.

“Whatever you do, don’t fall sick
in Britain today.” said a London doc-
tor.

Cooks, cleaners, porters and
engineers staged sporadic strikes

and “go-slow" tactics in their cam-
paign for pay rises ranging up to 40

per cent and a minimum £60 weekly
wage.
Trade union organizers at Lon-

don's Westminster group of six
hospitals instructed 1,000 members
of the National Union of Public
Employees (NUPE) to halt work im-
mediately.
Pickets blockaded deliveries of

heating fuel, and the world-famous
Westminster hospital said it faced

the "appalling prospect” of

evacuating patients when supplies

ran out at the end of the week.
At the Westminster Children's

Hospital, no cases at all were being
admitted. Patients' parents scrubb-

ed floors, lavatories and kitchens to

stop the risk of cross-infection.

Union organizer Jamie Morris
said the Westminster dispute —
which started when six women
cleaners were suspended for refus-

ing to work on certain wards— could
spread to other areas of the capital.

Morris said NUPE did not want to

starve patients out — “our picket

lines will still let food go through.”
But deliveries of heating oil were
turned away.
Many surgeons were only perfor-

ming emergency operations because
supplies of sterilizing equipment,
dressings and clean linen are run-

ning low.
The strikes are part .of a wider

campaign by 1.5 minion low-paid
workers. Other stoppages have clos-

ed hundreds of schools, and refuse
piled up in cities where garbage
collection has stopped.

Cairo plant making jeeps in

U.S.-Arab military venture
CAIRO (UPI). — The first joint

American-Arab venture in military
production was officially launched
yesterday.
Egyptian Defence Minister Lt.

Gen. Kama! Hassan Ati presided at

the ceremonial opening of a military
Jeep assembly plant built by the

newly created Arab-American
Vehicles Company (AAV).

With a capital of $6m. , the AAV is a
partnership between the American
Motors Corporation of Detroit and
the Arab Organization for (Military)
Industrialization (AOI).

AAV officials said the plant,

located on Cairo's eastern outskirts,

will produce 10,000 to 12,000 C-J-6

jeeps annually. Production actually

began a month ago, they said, and
the first year's output bas already
been contracted for. by..^e four
member-states of AOI; — Egypt,
Saudi Arabia, Qatar andthe United
Arab Emirates.
They said the plant will later

produce other, larger models, in-

cluding the Wagoneer and pickup J-

20 jeeps.

The AOI holds 51 per cent of the

shares in AAV and American Motors
holds the remaining 49 per cent. The
contract for the plant was signed at

the end of 1977 and construction took

less than 11 months. The plant

employs about 900 workers, in-

cluding nine Americans.
The AOI was established in 1975

with a capital outlay of 31.04b. to

promote military industries in the

four member states.

Four Egyptian military plants, in-

cluding one for armoured cars and
another for small trainer jets, were
turned over to the AOI as part of

Egypt's share.

The plant is the first established by
the AOI, which has also signed a con-

tract with British Aerospace for

another joint, venture, the Arab-
Britiah Dynamics Company.' which
is currently building an assembly
plant for swingfire anti-tank mis-

siles. Production is scheduled to

start later this year.

Naples mystery malady kills 3 more
NAPLES (UPI). — Three more
babies died early yesterday of a
mysterious and accelerating malady
around the foothills of Mount
Vesuvius that has so far'claimed 58
young lives In a year.
The children began dying of what

fearful Neapolitans have dubbed
“the Dark Disease” last February,
and all government efforts so far
have failed to detect the cause.

The infants, ranging in age from a
few months to three years, first

begin vomiting, then lapse into a
coma before dying. They are nearly
all from the appalling alums of
Naples.
Doctors and health officials in the

area have said that- whatever the
cause of the deaths, the crowded
slum conditions are helping It to

spread.

Trial sought

for former SA
security chief
JOHANNESBURG (AP). — South
Africa's government, shaken by a

recent multl-million-dollar slush

fund scandal, now faces a new crisis

in the face of growing demands for

the trial of the country’s former
security chief.

Fifty lawyers, academics,
businessmen and civil servants
formed a committee on Tuesday
night to spearhead a national cam-
paign to bring General Hendrick van
den Bergh to court in connection

with the scandal, which was publicly

disclosed last November.
“The Committee for Equality

Before the Law," comprising
members of all the white political

parties Including theruling National
Party that van den Bergh supports,

plans to raise petitions urging the

government to try the general.
The committee was formed at the

Pretoria home of John Maree,
former South African ambassador to

Australia and Spain, following a
government decision not to
prosecute the former chief of the

Bureau of State Security (BOSS).
Police earlier investigated the
general after he criticized a state
commission set up to probe the slush
fund scandal, involving government
money used illegally to finance a
local pro-government newspaper.
Attorney-general J. Nothling last

week issued a statement asserting
that if the general were prosecuted
the trial would "probably bring
about the disclosure of certain
evidence...which is of such & nature
that...it will not be in the national in-

terest to disclose it.”

Hostage killed by

kidnapper couple
PINEVILLE, West Virginia (UPI).
— A former mental patient and his

wife yesterday shot the four
hostages they were holding in a
motel, killing one man and wounding
three others. Police stormed the
motel and freed the wounded
hostages.
When' police raced into the motel’s

dining room they found the wounded
hostages beating the former mental
patient, identified aa Fred Church,
36. A fifth hostage was released
several hours before the shootings.

Police charged the huge plate-

glass room after hearing a series of

shots and a man’s scream. The gun-
man had announced that one hostage
bad been “executed.”
Police said no shots were fired

when they stormed in after the
drama began. Church, his head
covered in blood, and his wife, Nan-
cy. were taken into custody. They
had their one-year-old child with
them.

Concern over administrative detention in Israel

Amnesty sees European anti-terror

laws as threat to human rights
By HYAM CORNEY

Jerusalem Post Correspondent
LONDON. — A warning that the
“harsh” anti-terrorist laws that
have been introduced in Western
Europe to combat terrorism could
“open the door to an increase in
violations of human rights" is given
in Amnesty International’s report
for 1978, published here last night.
While recognizing that such

terrorist activities present “a grave
challenge to respect for human
rights,” the report nevertheless
warns that "government efforts to
curb such acts are themselves of
concern.” since "the official
measures almost invariably entail
some restrictions on traditional
rights and freedoms of some or all
citizens." This is true, it says, of
anti-terrorist legislation in Britain
and Northern Ireland, the Republic
of Ireland, West Germany and Italy.
The Amnesty report runs to over

320 pages.
The organization, which was

awarded the UN Human Rights
Prize last December, took action
against what it regarded as
violations against human rights in
110 countries.
In the section headed “Israel (the

State of) and the Occupied
Territories." the report says that in
the year under review i which covers
the period from July 1977 to June
1978), Amnesty worked on behalf of
38 adopted cases of people detained
in Israel

. and the occupied
territories, of whom 19 were releas-
ed and one deported to Jordan. In
November 1977, Amnesty topk up the
cases of six student's from
Bethlehem College, arrested in con-
nection with the publication of two
university magazines. They were
charged, tried by a military court
and sentenced to a suspended six-
month term of imprisonment and a
fine of XL3.000.
• Amnesty aiso took up the cases of
12 people arrested In connection with
alleged offences under the security
regulations. The 12 include the
American citizen Sami Earn all, who
was charged on arrival in Israel with
membership of an illegal organiza-
tion. Amnesty's concern In his case
included “the prisoner's having been
held incommunicado after his
arrest, the allegation that his confes-
sion was obtained under extreme
duress and that the definition of

'membership* used by the Israeli

authorities is potentially so broad
that they may define as criminal
those acts which are clearly acts of

conscience."
But Amnesty’s main concern In

Israel last year, as in previous
years, was “the continuing use of ad-
ministrative detention.” Since July
1977. it worked on behalf of 28 ad-
ministrative detainees, of whom U
have been released. The organiza-
tion says that it wrote to Premier
Menafaem Begin last February,
appealing for a general amnesty,
and lt Is still waiting fora reply to Its

request made in August 2977 for the
names of 136 detainees reported to
have been released on the occasion
of the feast of Ramadan.
What also “continues to be of con-

cern" to Amnesty is "the trial by
secret military courts of civilians

alleged to have committed Offences
under the Defence (Emergency)
Regulations.” It also continues to

receive allegations that detainees
held in connection with security
offences have suffered ill treatment
and torture. Reference is also made
In the report to the “Sunday Times”
allegations, which have been denied

Israel.by
Amnesty says, however, that lt

was “sufficiently concerned by the
allegations of torture.. .to renew Its'

request in July 1977 that the Israeli
.government permit an independent
inquiry into the allegations. To this
request, as to Amnesty Inter-
national’s earlier ones, the Israeli
authorities have not, at the time of
writing, replied.”
Amnesty also expresses concern

about continuing reports of over-
crowding and poor conditions in
Israel] prisons.
Israel la but one area which

Amnesty puts under its microscope.
In its general survey of the past
year, the report claims that “consis-
tent patterns of gross violations of
human rights had not been
eliminated and that new trends in
repression had developed. Kidnap-
ping, torture and killing had con-
tinued as & systematic method of
wiping out opposition in certain
Latin American countries.
Emergency laws are still being used
in Asia to detain political dissenters
for lengthy periods without trial.

New information had been cor-
roborated about the confinement of

dissidents in mental asylums in
Eastern Europe.”
In the 12 months under review.

Amnesty took up the cases of over 4,-

700 known or possible “prisoners of
conscience.” In each case, the vic-
tim was believed to be in detention
for the non-violent expression of Ids
political or religious beliefs or
because of colour, ethnic origin or
language.
In its section on Argentina, it

reports the "resurgence of dis-
appearances" and estimates thnt
15.000 people disappeared since the
March 1976 military coup.

In Chile, too, the human rights
situation bad deteriorated; and in
Cuba, prisoners were among the
longest-serving political prisoners to
be found anywhere in the world.
In Eastern Europe, the report

says. Amnesty knows of more than
230 people in the Soviet Union who
had been sentenced to imprison-
ment, exile or banishment, or who
had been confined to psychiatric
hospitals for the non-violent exercise
of their human rights since August
1973, the period of reporting by
various unofficial Soviet “Helsinki”
monitoring groups. Government
policy has been thus far to Imposemaximum or near-maximum
sentences on convicted Helsinki
monitors.

As for Uganda. Amnesty says that
"the extensive practice of murder by
government security officers often
reaches massacre proportions...the
rule of law in the country ha« been
overthrown, the use of torture has
been institutionalized.. .

. ' ’

In its section on the Middle East,
the report states that “by far the
greatest number of human rights
violations related to issues not at the
centre of world attention."

It puts in this category, for exam-
ple. Iraq, where alleged Communist
Party members were executed aswere suspected Kurdish dissenter* •

Syria, where alleged sympathized
of the Iraqi Ba’ath Party, Mandateand Muslim Brethren were im-
prisoned: Tunisia, where hundreds
of people were arrested for trade un-.
Ion activities; Morocco, where peo-
ple of Saharan origin remained in
detention on account of their ethnic ,
background: and Iran, where left-1
.wingers and religious opposition
alike were imprisoned.
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Bavarian depul^^V^
spy suspect
KARLSRUHE, Wert
(Reuter). — A dspirtyjflH
Bavarian State -ParRsnci
suspected of spying has beea&t
ed for questioning, a
the West German v.pnfti

prosecutor’s office^ ttniw

yesterday. "?
He said the office and hoq$3g|

Friedrich Cremer, a 58-yw
physician, deputy of tErS
Democratic Party and: mxfo^j

Lengfurt, northern Bava$?T
been searched^ . .. ^
Dr. Cremer’s parliarneahry;

munlty has been lifted.A inf

for the Social Democratic
the lifting of.immunity wan

'

connected with the dqfeco^l
East -Gentian Intel

-

crsrir:*

two weeks ago. ..
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Brazilian jet reported]

missing' over Pa$lS<; ;

TOKYO (AP) . — A Brazilian]

707 cargo jet was reported rtflli

ing yesterday evening njatcT
hours after losing radio conlMtj
Tokyo Airport It waa flyingi

Pacific to Los Angeles.
All six crew member#

Brazilians. . .

Airport officials said hat ....

planes and two patrol boatsJtidM’Jfs C::::: ,

searching since sunrise tutfwqf t: r~
trace of the.plane in an-amtfF.atp .
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1,500 kilometres northeastdfr“"
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Athens buses
ATHENS (UPI).

' — .ThwgfecJ 'j;.
:r *

made bombs exploded atAtferePs^^ _

•tral bus garage yesterday.

c

_

ing three buses, police aaid&
A police spokesman

bombs went off at -1-.

vechides caught fire at .one*

were gutted by the time "* '"-1 ’

brigade arrived. Police found “IV -

unexploded devices beneath :: -
buses, the spokesman said.

An organization calling i

Popular Revolutionary
(LEA) later claimed
for the blasts in telephone e

Athens newspapers, it wad re]

LEA, a left-wing extremis
last year claimed credit for

blasts in the northern 0
Salonika, including expl
Coca-Cola plant and the offto^

U.S. insurance, comp’
Interamerican.

Smoking hurts job

prospects in UK

er/as
LONDON (AP); — Yon'H.i

better chance of getting* !

you quit smoking, one of]

biggest office staff emB*! .

agencies advised yesterday d1 I

vey on health at work. _^|
"More and more eini^pj

specifying non-smokers &
specifications for.new staff

'

our branches,” said .t)rt

Marks employment h*****®^

reason,is non-smokers don>J
much time off sick,as anu»*
The bureau said 79 per

,

flee workers interviewed
plained of heart - ail®enl*^
smokers. - It added that'

were more likely than non

to complain of feeling
listless and

.
to; suffer «y®-_

back pains, aching feet*

and earache.-
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Heart transplant
patient dies in Vr
CAMBRIDGE. England^1..
Charles McHugh, 44.

heart transplant patieoMT
years, died yesterday-A*.
at Papworth HospUat^^g
had not regained coaler

since hla operation
The. exact causer of de*#?7?

boon .determined, this

said, but earlier it hWj
nounccd that; McHdgft .*

suffered brain;
seven-hour,
McHugh was -Britato? .

transplant patieriLVl^:
also died. •
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JULLET-PROOF SERVICE
3ERAN. — Whan mhba Mim-
ed recently, bcroing tfe* BriHzh
3aaay.-airline offices *xtd da&ns»

Mnki and shops In the centra of .

capital, they alao headed for the

,

rrconttoental Hotel./
hey broke thewfodow* and*urg-
nto the ground floor,coffee ahop.v

the plucky chief hart*** — an
ilan herself— penonally barred

entrance to the mate lobby,

sen staff workers turned fire

ts on the rioters and drove them
k out of the hotel and into the

et The demonstrators -moved

y looking for an easier target;

It was a line example, of team

.

jeration," remarked American- ,

n General Manager Gary
gland, whose hoWt hae been an

a ever since the. violence . es-'

.ted in the streets of Teheran.
-

Phe city was in flames* but our

f held fast/* Hoagland said,

ey dost teach courses like,that

otel management school*;"
•

ie Intercontinental thus fear has

vived power .cats; curfew
jlations, fuel shortages and
tats of violence with flying

ora.
• •

id it has taken Its place along
.

i the Amman Intercontinental tn

[an, the Dacca Intercontinental

angladesh, and the Commodore -

•1 In Beirut os hostelriea "Stoat

t managed to function admirably -

*r the most trying conditions.

40ST ALL of the znajqr hotels in

eran have virtually shutdown—
the 386-room Intercontinental la

i. for business. In fact, it is only
missing breaking even on the

ince sheet.

By WUXIAM TtOHY
Washington Post Mews Service

“We usually have an occupancy
rate of BO to 93 per ceRt,” Hoagland
said. “In normal times, we would

have (me of the largest volumes in

. profits of food and drink in our chain.
“Currently we are running about

4S per cent occupancy, and that is

around the break-even point. We
wont make money, but we won't

lose much. Were we to reduce the

staff, we would show a profit, but we
dent want to let anyone go.**

The hotel now has 495 employees,
30 of which are non-Iranian. “I think

our staff has been outstanding,"

Hoagland said. “Despite the curfew
and lack of public transportation,

most of them have managed to get to
work every day, even though they

- could have called in sick. X think it's

not only because they are getting a
paycheque every week but also
because they feel that their careers
are genuinely involved here."

Ordinarily the hotel's guests would
be businessmen, but with govern-

ment offices and most commerce
shut down twice, the clientele of the
hotel nowadays is almost entirely

Journalists.

HOAGLAND is proud of the fact that

the hotel has managed to keep its

prices from rising during the crisis.

However. Teheran is one of the most
expensive cities in the world, and the

Intercontinental's prices reflect that

fact.
For instance, an American

breakfast is $7, a steak $17 without

the trimmings, a bottle of Imported

beer $3. and a Coca-Cola 80 cents —
all excluding service charges. Hotel

taxis charge about fl5 an hour.

Each morning, Hoagland sends his

purchasing scouts out to buy
foodstuffs — coffee at $30 a kilo —
and fuel oil, which has quadrupled In

price during the crisis and la In short

supply in Teheran. The fuel is need-

ed for normal heating purposes and
to run the auxiliary electric

generators that are cut in during the

dally and nightly power cuts.

The hotel usually manages to keep
the elevators running and corridor

lights working— although the guests

in the rooms must operate by
candlelight.

One of the saving graces of the

hotel Is that when the crisis started

there was a freezer full of American
beef. That supply is rapidly being

depleted, however, and a recent con-

tainer full of prime beef from the

U.S. had to be unloaded in Dubai, on
the other side of the Persian Gulf,

because of the strikes in Iranian

ports-

HOAGLAND'S JOB has its lighter

side. On New Year's Eve he was able

to invite guests here and. because of

the 9 p.m. curfew, put them up in

rooms for the evening.

Similarly, he nas Invited'
American couples over to play
bridge. "One night we had three
couples, but two of the rooms had
single beds and only one room had a
double bed — so the winners got the
room with the double bed as a
prize.*' he recalled.

to severance pay
IUST HAVE shocked fans to see.

i recent fflm on Israel Tcle-

jn. how a top executive was
seed overnight to a Jobless bas-

il, tmder the unfettered American
:em of hlre-and-fire. Undoubted-

they drew comfort from the '

ight that it cannot happen here.

Tiy can It not happen here?
ause it Is practically Impossible

3re anyone working In a large
miration in Israel without -the

&ent of hla trade union, which wiH
i its consent only in extreme

sa of bad behaviour or when
enchmentls the only way to save
laky enterprise.
ven in small businesses, where
trade union Is involved, -

doyen will think twice about
ring an employee, since, this-

erally entails payment- of

'

trance compensation, .
which'can

i crippling burden for the small
e said me omce atrioyer who has madeuo provision^
sdricb Cremer, much an eventuality.. •

sic i an, deputy She Severance PayLawoame into

:

nocraiic Party ue in 19M and gara statutory
gfurt. northern Mring to what had tift/then been :

i searched. epted practice. The basic prfnci-

r. Cremer's park of the law la tiurt'fc; person
lily has been liftlployed continuously Jhrone year
the Social DeT^oosnore on a monUdy ’sktey is. en-

lifiing of 'mmunfijtfd on dliroiawal to severance pay
nected with the Jshe rate (d one, month's pay for

st German mtrijh vearof employment. ApersOn
weeks ago. a

trthly salary , fa enflfiea on dii:

-"i toopEapensation atlfae ratenf
week's pay for each' year 'of

Lilian
issmg over feloyment, entitles the employee

^ proporttonalpart qfMamonth'r
^-0 .API.- two weeks’ wages).

‘

cargo jet was xtfc,

yesterday evenhfjjjg g^g PRINCIPLE sounds
rs after losing^jie and unambiguous, the law, in
:yo Airport It»w*£ is a good deal more complex
•ific to Los Ang» a it. Spears . and raises several
IS six crew “caUons . The first

.

Is
.
what is

izilians. smiazal?*' Besides literally
irport officials w'ujiog' “sacking1

' someone, this

nes and two panotBn, includes," for purposes of

rchir.g since sun* leranee pay* resignation for

:c ci the plane toffoua reasons, inaudjnydeteriora-

io kilometres natW la comdltfona of employment;
chafer : of: residence to so—— [cultural settlement, a develop-

. wt town or the home-town of a
“hens uUSO ^jy-acqulred spouse; and Ul-

HFVS • UPli- - ith of tl» empires Ur family..

V;' hsMp
lodalftirthermore, if an employer dies

-

d
K. ? rarage res^ecomes bankrupt, then Ms

h.!ses. P**10*®” will T»e deemed to have
three d

_
0 jtei*n dismissed and therefore en-

1 P°‘ :i

|
nti iiid to severance-pay from his es-

r<bs * *
(I,tt flfli- H an employee dies, his depen-

hicies ca b survivors' are .entitled to any
:c £uUe° ^ ptjasrance pay whidh might be owed
jade armea. ^
jxploaed ^^^jailure to renew the contract of a

person- employed under a special
contract will also be deemed to be
dismissal and would entitle the
employee to severance pay. On the
other hand, dismissal shortly before
the end of the first year of
employment will not affect the
employee's right to severance -pay
unless the employer can prove that It

was not hla intention to avoid the
obligation to pay severance compen-
sation.

The next question to be considered
Is what la continuous employment?
Die law -provides that employment
will be considered continuous even If

there has been a break due to com-
pulsory military service. Illness,

strikes, lock-outs and leave, and that

a break of less than three months
between dismissal and re-
employment will not interrupt the
continuity ofemployment. However,
when reckoning up the period for

which severance pay is due, the time
spent on.military service will not be
taken Into account, nor will leave
.without pay for mare than 14 days
per year of employment, or sick

leave formore than 30 days per year
:

of employment. Bo that, for exam-
ple. If a person who has been
employed tor ten years is given per-

mission to take a year's leave
without pay, the leave will not break'

the continuity of, his employment,
; but If his employment, is djscon-
* fimieffafierthe ehd ofhWWkye , thbri

he would be ej*ftlled ^.severance
pay for ten years and 140 days (14

days for each of ten years) only,

although he would have started
working at his place of employment
11 years previously.

ANOTHER PROBLEM is the salary

or wage to be used as a basis for

calculating severance pay. In the

absence of any collective agreement
containing conditions more advan-
tageous to the employee, it would be
the last wage (or salary) paid to the

employee tor each year of employ-
ment from 1964, and 80 per cent of

that wage or salary tor each year of

employment before 1964, However,
where a person has changed from
full-time to part-time work, or vice-

versa, not long before his dismissal,
he would be paid severance compen-
sation based on his last salary at the

full-time rate tor the period of full-

time employment and at a propor-

tional rate,tor the period of part-time

employment.
If a person's salary .is reduced

prior to his dismissal, he would be
entitled to severance pay tor the

period before his salary was reduced

on the basis of the last salary paid

before It was reduced.
' The next question to be answered
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LAW AND THE
LAYMAN

by Doris Lankin

— and perhaps the most vesting one
of all — is what constitutes “wages"
(or salary) for severance pay pur-

poses. Under regulations made by
the Minister of Labour, “wage" In-

cludes the basic wage plus the cost-

of-living Index, seniority and family
allowances and the increment for
professional Attainments.

It does not. however, include
bonuses and fringe benefits, except
for such benefits paid regularly tor

no real reason — as, for example,
global overtime without the need to

work any overtime at all. In other
words, fringe benefits such as petrol,

telephone, book and clothing
' allowances, are not deemed to be
part of the “wage" for severance
pay purposes, but any additional

payments which the employer
acknowledges, or the employee can
prove, are in effect part and parcel
of the regular wage, will be taken
into account for that purpose.

, A . PP£<?iaf problem • arisea with
• respect to,people paid-afixed salary

plusa comioJsslon ora percentage of
‘ the profits or turnover. When' their

employment is terminated, they
have the choice of accepting
severance pay at the rate of one
month's salary tor each year of

employment, or they may elect to

get two weeks' commission, or
percentage of profits, for each year
of employment. But they are not en-

titled to both. The two weeks' com-
mission or percentage of profits is

obtained by taking an average of the

payments received during the 12

months prior to the termination of

employment.
Where a person works only for a

commission or percentage of the

profits, then he would first have to

prove that he was an employee (the

criteria being, inter alia, that he
' worked under supervision and was
subject to orders) and not an in-

dependent contractor, before he
would he entitled to any severance

pay at all.

THERE ARE a few rare occanions

when an employee whose employ-
ment has been terminated would not

be entitled to severance pay. One
such is If be is dismissed In cir-

cumstances justifying the dismissal,

in accordance with the terms of a
collective agreement or In accor-

' dance with a decision of a competent
court. The grounds deemed suf-

ficient for justifying dismissal
without severance pay Include
deliberate destruction of property,

revelation of Industrial secrets, ex-

treme Insolence and, unruly and
violent behaviour.
Employees who are members of

pension funds are not entitled to

severance pay In addition to their

pensions, upon retiring from work
unless the terms of the pension fund

to which they belong provide
differently. On the other hand, those

employees (such as maid, for exam-
ple) who are not members of pension

funds are entitled to severance pay if

they should elect to stop working

upon reaching retirement age.

One final word: any problems and

questions about severance pay may
be referred to your local District

Commissioner for Labour Relations

:

in Jerusalem at the Russian Com-
pound, telephone number 02-349941;

In Tel Aviv, at 59 Rehov Elath,

telephone number 03-58241; InHaifa,

at 82 Rehov Ha-Atzmaut, telephone

number 04-843080; and In Beersheba,

at the Mercaz Hanegev, telephone

number 057-84911.

POP IN!
While cooling your heels

at Ben Gurion Airport

take steps to keep in

touch with Israel, fifty-

two times a year. How?

By reading The Jerusalem

Post Weekly International

Edition.

Pop into one of the two

Bronfman Bookshops in

the Duty Free Lounge and

subscribe on the spot.

Have a good journey.

Shalom.

YOHANAN RATTNER was the
respected mentor of a generation of
architects and a noted designer of

prestigious buildings, but he died In

1965 a frustrated man.
He felt slighted not by his fellow

architects but by David Ben-Gurion,
for allegedly crippling his army
career.
Aluf Rattner was the first head of

National Headquarters of the
Hagana in 1938. In 2943. he was
charged with planning the impen-
ding struggle for Independence. In
1948, he was slated to become the
commander in chief of the emerging
Army. But repeatedly. Rattner
claimed, he was abruptly demoted
by Ben-Gurion.
"I would have attributed this to &

freak of chance, ’’ Rattner wrote in a
document he had originally com-
piled tor the benefit of his family,
and now published, as Sayai Ve-Ani
.(My Life and I) by Schocken.
“Whoever allowa himself the luxury
of not belonging to any political par-
ty must take it for granted (that he
will be Ignored), especially if he
deals with matters close to politics.

Indeed there is some justification not
to bestow important political mis-
sions on a non-affiliated person; for

Bitter memory of B-G

Frustrating slight
WRITERS AND READERS/Sraya Shapiro

such a person might introduce an
element of uncertainty in a political

Bet-up la which a balance is vital...

But in those days, and possibly even
now, there was a substitute for

political affiliation; complete sub-
servience to one man: Ben-Gurion."

BEING OF A mild disposition,

Rattner accepted his Incompatibility
with Ben-Gurion's character. What
ate him, however, was that Ben-
Gurion allegedly "stamped me out of

history." There la practically no
mention of Rattner's role In the
Hagana or the War of Independence
In the official histories inspired by
Ben-Gurion. Or so Rattner felt.

“My Life and I" falls into two dis-

tinctive parts of unequal interest.

The reminiscences of bis youth,
written originally in German and

masterfully translated by Rina
KISnov, la a distinguished literary

document. Rattner was born in

Odessa in 1891, into the family of a
well-to-do ship-owner. He studied

architecture in Germany, roamed
Europe with the Wandcrvogel
youths, then graduated from an of-

ficers’ course in the Russian army—
an experience he found “not too com-

fortable for a Jew."
He was taken prisoner with his

men by the Germans In World War L
then arranged for their return to

revolutionary Russia, only to be led

to a military court with the prospect

of certain death, because Czariat of-

ficers were being systematically ex-

ecuted in the Red Army. A chance In

a million saved him : a fellow officer

,

returning with him from captivity,

happened to be a personal friend of

the Red Army commander,who was
to try them.

THE SECOND PART of "My Life

and I," written largely in Hebrew,
dwells on Rattner’s experiences in

the Hagana. A characteristic Inci-

dent occurred soon after Rattner
became head of start. He dictated a
circular to area commanders on a
routine matter, but could not send it.

A politically-minded friend in the
headquarters intimated that tor all

practical matters the bosses In the
field remained the political leaders.

Their adhesion to the national
organization of the Hagana did not

change the basic divisions.

Rattner's experience was un-
doubtedly shared by many well-

intentioned professionals who put

their heart serving their people in a
society lacking common standards.

In a society of immigrants, a politi-

cian was a man who could handle

divergent traditions. The non-
political technician, whose advice

the decision-makers might seek, still

might not be heeded.
And there Is no hope to change it

until new national standards are

evolved. In due time, Inevitably with

greatest pains.

ABDB VARDI la a piano recital (Tel Aviv
MOdeum, January 37). Beethoven: Sonata
la G Major Op. 14, No. 2; Debussy:
“Qodqna aspects de nous n’lrons pins an
bolft": Ben-Zion Orgad: “Rashnyot";
Schubert: Sonata In B flat Major.

THIS MOST UNUSUAL programme
opened with a rarely played
Beethoven sonata, one of the
master's lesser works without deep
spiritual meaning. Vardl's approach
was tailored accordingly — simple,
objective and restrained.
The Debussy that followed was a

real surprise. Written it 1894, it was
only published this year. It is a
beautiful piece and in Its Israel
premiere, Vardi gave it a convincing
performance, stressing the classical

element and avoiding excessive
colouring. I always admire the clari-

ty ofmelody and harmony when Var-
di plays Debussy.
Ben-Zlon Orgad has written

relatively little for piano, and this

new piece "Rashuyot," naturally
aroused interest. It is a complicated
transformation of rhythms from
hymns by Ibn Gvirol. The melody is

freely invented but undoubtedly
close to the original rhythmic
pattern. From a simple opening
statement, the work spreads over
the keyboard with an extraordinary
chant-llke Idiom giving it colour —
despite the obvious Instrumental
idiom. It is hard to assess such a
complex work from a single hearing,
but this first encounter was exciting

and satisfying. Vardi, too, seemed to

like the piece.

The concert ended with Schubert's
sonata in a moving interpretation.

Occasionally restrained, Vardi
seemed to linger lovingly over
phrases but not once in the four

movements was there over-
exposition or slowing of tempo. A lit-

tle more daring, however, would
have endowed this heavenly work
with even greater depth of feeling.

BENJAMIN BAR-AM

***
JULIAN BYZANTINE, guitar (Tar*
Music Centra. Eln Karem, January 29).

Works by Ln'ys Narvaes,' Alonso de
Mndaxnw-.Donu Scarlatti, ). S. Bach.

Mauro Giuliani, Joaquin Rodrigo, Lennox
Berkeley. Isaac Albert*.

JULIAN BYZANTINE, who is here

as part of a world tour sponsored by
the British Council, gave a highly

polished performance of carefully

chosen pieces from various periods:

DEBUSSY SURPRISE
MUSIC REVIEWS

Pianist Arie Vardi

two interesting examples of old
Spanish writing;- three sonatas by
Domenico Scarlatti; and a prelude
and fugue by Bach in which the ar-

tist’s sense for form and texture
came out very clearly.
One cannot be heroic with just a

guitar, so the "Heroic Sonata” by
Giuliani was merely pathetic, but it

showed off Byzantine's technical
agility.

Rodrigo's music, more modern,
though conservative, was well serv-

ed by the player's loving attention to

detail. The Lennox Berkeley
Sonatina is insignificant In content

and rather boring. Fortunately,
Byzantine came full circle and eqded
his programme with some Albeniz

pieces, in which Spanish rhythm and
an Innate feeling for the Instrument
produce some nice music. The

capacity audience responded with

prolonged applause. Some encores,
among them Villa-Lobos, concluded
this pleasant, harmonious recital.

One cannot be very extrovert and
exciting on a guitar, as technical
aspects of playing impose serious
limits on a performer in search of

clear and correct renditions. Julian
Byzantine, however, employs
British restraint to yield elegance,
purity of sound, secure intonation

and sound and sober interpretation

.

YOHANAN BOEHM.

***
HAIFA SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA.
Subscription Concert No. 5. Shalom Ronly-
Rlkltn. conductor; David Chen, violin;

Ze'rv Steinberg, viola. (Salta Auditorium,

January 29). Zipporah Flelsher: “A Girl

named Llmonad," symphonic poem
(world premiere); Moxart: Symphonic
Coneertante for Violin and Viola In E flat

Major. K. 364; Beethoven: Symphony No.
7 In A Major. Op. 92.

ZIPPORAH FLEISHER wrote her
composition to express melodlcally a
beautiful poem written by a young
Lebanese poet, Shawql Abi-Shaqra.
It has four movements: Pastoral,

Serenade. Crescendo-Misteria and
Coda-Funeral March. Its pictorial

and dramatic elements are baaed, as
in oriental music (which is purely
melodic), on the metamorphosis of
several themes. It has beautiful solo

parts for violin, English horn and a
lament played on the viola in the

manner of a Taqslm. a type of orien-

tal prelude.
Ronly-Rlklls and the orchestra are

to be praised for efficient
preparatory work and a convincing

and interesting performance.
Less pleasing was the Mozart. The

work is more a double concerto tor

violin and viola than a symphony.
The soloists were too academic (the

violin part was not flawless), and
their differences in Interpretation

and style impaired the performance.
There waa a lack of sparkle, of in-

spired playing.
The Beethoven was given a lively

rendering, with good solos' in the
woodwinds.
The programme included a note

about tiie late Frank Peleg, one of

the founders of the HSO. A special

commemorative concert on the 10th
anniversary of his death would have
been more appropriate in recogni-
tion of Frank Peleg*s fruitful work
towards enriching our musical life.

ESTHER REUTER

EGGED
at the Service of the Public

Travel by bus AFTER THE RUSH HOUR
Bus journeys are pleasanter after the rush hour. EGGED has

decided to improve the service after the morning rush hour, by in-

creasing the frequency of buses.

You will find it pays you to use the following “increased frequen-

cy’* routes after the morning rush hour. (Bus frequency will be in-

creased from February 4.)

Route Increased

frequency

.

between

Bus every

161-168 Rishon Lezion — Tel Aviv 7.45-8.30 a.m. 5 min.

200 Rehovot— Tel Aviv 8.00-8.30 a.m. 10 min.

201 Rehovot— Tel Aviv 7.45-8.30 a.m. 10 min.

312 Ashdod — Tel Aviv 7.45-8.30 a.m. 6-10 min.

451 Ramla — Tel Aviv 7.40-8.45 a.m. 6-8 min.

475 Lod—Tel Aviv via Ben-Gurion Airport 8.00-9.00 a.m. 10 min.

461 Lod — Tel Aviv 7.40:8.30 a.m. 8-10 min.

502 Raanana— Tel Aviv 7.45-8.30 a.m. 5-7 min.

525-526 Herzliya — Tel Aviv 7.45-8.30 a.m. 10 min.

561 Kfax Saha— Tel Avivvia Petah Tikva 7.30-8.30 a.m. 8-10 min.

567 Kfar Saha— Tel Aviv via Kvish Geha 7.40-8.40 a.m. 5-8 min.

601 Netanya— Tel Aviv 7.40-8.30 a.m. 15-20 min.

605 Netanya— Tel Aviv 7.40-8.30 a.m. 6 min.

641 Netanya -— Tel Aviv via Petah Tikva 7.45-8.35 a.m. 15 min.

This increase in bus frequency, to improve passenger services, is introduced on a

three-month trial basis.

We hope that this trial will prove successful, and will indicate the desirability of

introducing similar improvements on EGGED routes in other areas.

Pleasant journeys!

EGGED
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Tel Aviv-Jlem

teams to battle

SOCCER PREVIEW
Paul Kohn

TEIL AVIV. — Two Tel Aviv versus
Jerusalem clashes highlight this
Saturday’s national league
programme, in which only six First
Division games will be played.
At the Kataraon ground in the

capital. Jerusalem Hapoel will
entertain league leaders Tel Aviv
Maccabi. The Jerusalemites have
been playing improved football In res •

cent weeks, and last week held Tel
Aviv Betar to a 1:1 draw in Jaffa.
The Jerusalem Hapoel problem is

scoring goals; only one team in the
National League has scored fewer
goals.
Last Saturday, Tel Aviv Maccabi

conceded four goals, which is only
one less than have been scored
against them in all 17 previous
games. Such a festival” is not like-

ly to be repeated and an away win
looks on the cards.
Second-placed Jerusalem Betar

play at the'Bloomfield Stadium with
Tel Aviv Hapoel as their hosts. The
Tel Avlvians have not been produc-
ing the football everybody expected
of them at the start of the season,
and last week lost 1;2 to Shixnshon at
this ground. Jerusalem Betar may
be weakened by the absence of Uri
Malmillian. but being hot in the
championship race, this will be go-
ing all out for a win. Only those look-
ing for a surprise result will mark
Tel Aviv Hapoel to win thin game.
An interesting game at the same

ground will be between Tel Aviv
Shlmshon and Jaffa Maccabi. Dam-
ti, Maaauarl and Shmuel Mizrahi are
in fine form for Shlmshon, but they
will be facing a team who are in a
purple patch. This game could go
either wav.
THE FANS will turn out also in
Beersheba, where Hapoel return
home to play defending 'league

|h
| 4 I *

DEADLINES Jerusalem: Weekdays: 10 a.m. of day prior to publication. For Friday's
paper: a p.xn. on Wednesday. Far Sunday's paper: 8 p.m. on Thursday. Tel Aviv and
Holla: Weekdays and Friday: 12 noon, two days prior to publication. For Sunday’s
paper: 12 noon Thursday.

Ads are accepted at all offices of The Jerusalem Post (for addresses see masthead on
back page) and at all recognized advertising agencies.

Weekday rates : Minimum charge of IL8S for light words; ILlX for each additional word.
Friday and holiday eve rates: Minimum charge of ZL120 for eight words; XLlB for each
additional ward. These rates do not Include VAT.
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champions Netanya Maccabi. A hat-
trick by Oded Machness last week
suggests that this talented striker Is

returning to top form, and it is going
to take some tight marking by the
Beersheba Hapoel defence to contain
him. Avitan and Barad are potential

matchwinners for the Negev team,
and taking into consideration home
advantage, there may be little in it at
the end of this match.
Tehud Hapoel and Rishon Lezion

Hapoel meet in a bottom of the

league, clash, in Yehud. Rishon did

well to hold Bnei Yehuda to a draw
last week but until Baraur, Karako
and Ya'acoby can improve their

sharpshooting', they will be short of
goals. At best they could be fancied
to save a point.
There appears little on the Second

Division Liga Artsit horizon that can
hold back Ramat Gan Hako&h. who
already appear certain to play
National League soccer next season.
Nearest challengers. Holon Hapoel,
are six points behind. They play a
home game against Beit Shean
Hapoel and look good for two more
points. Ramat Amidar Maccabi.
after a 1:0 win last week over Haifa
Maccabi, should follow up with an
away win in Ashdod.
Only three persona managed to

mark correctly the results of all 13

games on last week’s Sportoto foot-

ball, and will each win ILSSO.OOO.

Twelve correct results will be worth
IL6.000. Those with 11 right will

receive cheques for XL390 and ten
right earn IL48.
Sportoto announced a minimum

total pay out after this week’s games
of IL6m.,

Sportoto Guide
Sblmsbon v Jaffa Mac. 1

Tel Aviv Hap. v J’iera Betar x
Bcenheba Hap. v Netanya Mae. x
Yefaod Hap. v Rishon Hap. x
Bnei Yehuda v Tel Aviv Betar 1

J’lem Hap. v Tel Aviv Mac. 2

Holon Hap. v Belt Shean Hap. 1

Acre Hap. v Lod Hap. 1

Ashdod Hap. v Ramat Amidar *
Haifa Mac. v Tlrai H&carmel Hap. 1

Netanya Hap. v Manaorek Hap. 2

Petal: Tlkva Hap. v Bat Yam Hap. 1

Tiberias Hap. v Ramat Gan Hap. 1

TELEVISION
EDUCATIONAL: 8.10 Math T. 8.80

English 8. 9.20 Special Education —
Our Hour. 10.10 English 9. 10.30

Science 8. 10.80 Programme for

kindergarteners. 11.20 Language and
Communications 3*8. 12.00 Music.
12.29 Literature 10-12. 13.00 Advice
and Guidance 9. 13.20 French. 15.30
English T. lfi.00 This Is It— live youth
magazine. 17.00 Music in the theatre.

CHILDREN’S PROGRAMMES:
17.30 Children around the world
18.00 What’s Up — people and events
in the news
ARABIC^LANGUAGE programmes:
18.30 News
18.32 Flipper: the escapades of

Flipper the dolphin
19.00 I Have a Question — a panel
answers questions from the audience
19.30 News
HEBREW PROGRAMMES
resume at 20.00 with Basketball —
live broadcast from Madrid of the
First hall of the match between Mac-
cabi Tel Aviv-and Real Madrid
20.28 (approx.) Programme Trailer
20.39 ( approx. ) Second half of
basketball match
21.20 (approx.) Mabat newsreel
21.90 Starsky and Hutch: The Trap
22.40 Behind the headlines .

28.30 Almost Midnight — news

JORDAN TV (unofficial!:

17.49* Cartoons. 18.09 1 Dream of

Jeannie. 18.30 French Hour. (Little

House on the Prsirle on JTV 8) 19.00 ^
News In French. 19.80 News In

Hebrew. 20.00 News in Arabic. 20.30

Cuckoo Waltz. 21.10 Eight Is Enough.
22.00 News in English. 22.16* Movie of

the Week.

(JTV 6, Shows with asterisks con-

tinue on JTV 8)

I CINEMAS

WHERE TO STAY INSURANCE
hiunTUiin iiiii iiiiin iimn 1111 n him m ii HiiumnnnmHin uiiuti n n
FURNISHED FLATS and rooms to rent for BEFORE RENEWING household-
tourist, Tel. 08-233819. automobile insurance. Phone Goshen, TeL
miiimiiiiiimmiiiiiiimimiiiiiiiiimmiiiim 08-7i7an.

DWELLINGS
n I

JERUSALEM

WANTED GIRL to share 8-room flat,

starting February 1. Please call Toby, Tel.

01-

MMl, ext. 271.

MAZALTOV FAMILY F. on your new
Jerusalem home. "Jerusalem No. 1” Realty.

02-

222090.

HERZLIYA

PURCHASE/SALE

GENUINE PICASSO small etching, signed

and numbered TLOi.OOO. TeL 067-97304.

PHILIP BUYS: furniture, antiques,
refrigerators. Inheritances. Tel. 03-834989,

evenings 03-888489.

SITUATIONS VACANT
HERZLIYA PITUAH, furnished and 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 li 111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 IN I HI 111 lit III Ilf M Ml I IN

unfurnished villas -for pent. "Moran" Real COUPLE WANTED to manage a house In-

Estate. TeL 08-932789. eluding domestic duties.' cooking, and drlv-

pini will he provided in the same house.

NETANYA References required with past experience,

rr. j j .ii.mmfn,, iiifiimutii, Tel. 03-229091. Tel Aviv.

TO LET 3 to 8 months, completely furnished
3 room apartment, telephone. T.vT, Richman
and Richman, Tel. 033-22891.

-w7io
FOR SALE, good location. Modern large 8

VEHILLLS
,

t,

l

0S*-33™

^

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiii

CARAVAN ERISA 900. First class condition.
UXUfjHS airconditioner. Tel. 02-288893.

REHOVOT, RENTAL near Wetzmann
duty "fS^caa? Te?^

Institute. 2% rooms, furnished. Lift Tel. 084-
° f duty T

74608.
6aH1 * —

TOURIST: Do you understand what all these stones are

crying out?

“Ho, ho, come forth, and flee from the land of the north, saith the

.

LORD: for I have spread you abroad as the four tcinds of the heaven,

saith the LORD. Deliver thyself, O Zion, that dioeUest vrith the daughter

cf Babylon. For thus saith the Lord of haste; After the glory hath he

sent me unto the nations which spoiled you: forBE THAT TOUCHETH
YOU TOUCHETH THE APPLE OF HIS EYE. For, behold. I will shake

mine hand upon them, and they shaU be a spoil to their servants: and ye
shall know that the Lord of hosts hath sent me. " Zechariah 2:8-9

(A direct prophecy of the Russian Revolution of 1817)

.

SHALOM ISRAEL (VII)

Another 20 Bible prophecies specifically fulfilled hi the miracle, restoration of

Israel.

8.13-9.13 p.m. Saturday evening (Prayer beforehand 7.00-8.00 p.m.)

Beit Hamevasser (Just south of Nevi’im St. on Shivtei Ylarsel St.

All are welcome
With Grant and Barbara Livingstone

‘•Zedeh" is Yiddish for Grandfather

and at Zedeh ’s restaurant

you can eat all the things Granny loves.

And what did Granny love?

Come and taster

My Zedeh's Place

Restaurant — strictly kosher (supervised by, the

Tel AvivYafo Chief Rabbinate)

Tel Aviv, Namir (Atarim) Square

in the passage by the Marina Hotel.

Open 12 noon — 12 midnight. ‘Hassidic’ enter-

tainment in the evenings.
Reservations: Tel. 287933- Free parking.

Jerusalem 4,7, 9
Arnon: Our Agent Madlgan; Eden:
The Oar; Edison: Gone with the Wind
4. 8; HaMrah: A Woman for all Men;
Kflr: Interiors 4, 8.49, 9; Mitchell:

Foul Play 7, 9, Wed. also at 4; OrgQ:
The Betsy 4, 8.48. 9; Orion: Mean Dog
Blues 4. 6.00, 9; Orna: High Anxiety;
Ron:Death on the Nile 8.30, 9:

Semadar: Paplllon 6.49. 9.19; Small
Auditorium Blnyenel Hs’ooma:
Blume In Love 7, 9.18; Cinema One:
Star Wars 7, 9.16

Tel Aviv 4JO. 7.15, 9.30

AUenby: Foul Play; Ben Yehnda:
Short Eyes; Cfaen; Grease 4.30, 7.

9.30; Cinema One: The Dirty Heroes;
Cinema Two: House Calls: Dekel:
1900 (Part one) 7.30 1900 (Part two)
9.30; Drive-In: Rocky 7.30. 9.49:
Esther: The Silent Partner 7.16, 9.80,

Wed. also at 4.80; Gat: Dona Flor and
Her Tdo Husbands; Gordon: Blume
in Love; Hod: Mean Dog Blues;
Limor: The Fury: Maxim: The
Pocket Lover; Mograbi: Convoy

. 4A0;.TJ0. 9:80; Opblr: Force 10 From
Navarone 4.80. 7, 9.30; Orly: Revenge
of the Pink Panther; Paris:
Sproazek; Peer: Summerfleld:
Ramat Aviv: Freaky Friday 7.19,9.30

Tues- also at 4.30; Royal: Passionate
Linda 10. 12. 2. 4. 7.30. 9.30; Shahaff:
Interiors: Studio: The Goodbye Girl;
Tchelet: Sajonara 4.30, 9.30; Tel
Aviv: Scorchy; Tel Aviv Museum:
The Lace Maker: Zafon: Derau Uzala
4. 8.45. 9

Haifa 4. 6.48, 9
Amphitheatre: Eyes of Laura Mars;
Armon: Coma; Atzmon: The Silent

Partner 8.46. 9; Chen: Grease;
Galore: Hooper 30, 2, 7; Miron: Free
Love 10. 12. 2. 4, 7, 9; Moriah: The
Medusa Touch 8.49. 9: Orah: An Un-
married Woman 4, 8.30. 9; Ordaa:
Bananas 4, 7, 9; Orion: In Great
Passion; Orly: Pretty Baby 8.49, 9:

Peer: Pocket Lover; Ron: Death on
the Nile; Shavit: Coming Home 6.30,

9:

Ramat Gan 7.19. 9.80

Armon: Grease 4. 7, 9.30; Hadar:
Driver: Lily: Coming Home; Oasis:
Last Remake of Beau Geste 7, 7.13,

9.30: Ordea: The Betsy; Rama: Blind
Rage 7.19. 9.30. Mon., and Wed. also

at 4.30; Ramat Gan: An Unmarried
Woman:

Berzliya
David: Devil’s Brigade 4. 7. 9.30;

Tiferet Berzliya: An Unmarried
Woman 7.19. 9.SO.

HOLON
Migdal: The Other Side of Midnight 8,

9.

PETAH TIKVA
Shalom: Si Cepa Ita Reet&lre 7.10.

9.16, Sat. at 7.19, 9.30.

NETANYA:
Esther: Blind Rage 4.30. 7. 9.18, Sat.

also at 8.

W\S\\\N \\ \

Small Brown Dog
lost Monday. Blue collar, leash, bulging eyes, white tipped tail.

Last seen with 2 girls on HanevTim and Yeshayahu Streets,

Jerusalem.
.

REWARD : IL.1000 and many thanks.

Tel. 02-288614 (8 a.m. — 3 p.m.) and after 3.00 p.m.: 02-35816.

EVERY THING IN ITS
PLACE.

REPORT SUSPICIOUS
OBJECTS!

Send us your cheque for

I LI 80 and we'll send you
five large different

Dry Bones
posters in an uncrushabie
tube. Price includes VAT
and postage.

The Jerusalem Post,

P.O.B. 81. Jerusalem

New Vida To Let

in Ramat Hasharon (unfurnished )

.

Living room, dining room, three

bedrooms, double facilities, base-

ment.
Phone 03-250959, 47)571

First Programme

7.07 Morning Melodies
8.10 Morning Concert — Brahma:
Variations on a Theme by Haydn
(Bruno Walter) ; Liszt: Plano Concer-
to No. 2 (Andre Watts-Bernstein)

:

Mendelssohn : Violin Concerto in D
Minor (Roberto Mlcheluccl-I
Music!) : Shostakovich: Symphony
No. 5 (Previn)
10.05 Radio story
10.15 Elementary school broadcasts
10.39 Lesson in spoken Arabic
11.38 Music from Gabon
12.03 (Stereo): Brahms: Piano
Quartet. Op. 23 (Yuval Triowith Zeev
Steinberg, viola)

13.00 Noon Concert — Melerbeer-
Lambert: Lee Patineurs; Car-
michael: Puppet Theatre; Milhaud:
Le Boeuf stir le toit (Bernstein)
14.10 Children’s programmes
15.83 Nates on a new book
16.05 (Stereo): The Friedrich Spee
Choir from Trier, Germany, directed
by Karl Berg sings music by Gabrieli,
Schuetz. Bach, Brahms; Elisabeth
Roloff. organ, plays works fay Bach,
Mendelssohn, Karel Salmon, Reger
17.15 Artists of Yesteryear — Klara
Haskll. piano
20.16 Musical Magazine
21.00 Everyman's University
21.30 Talmud Lesson
22.09 (Stereo): The Berlin Radio
Symphony Orchestra remembers the
13th anniversary- of the death of con-
ductor Ferencz Fricsay. Conductors:
Yehudi Menuhin and Gerd Albrecht,
with Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau. Gertl
Herzog, piano— Bartok: Divertimen-
to for Strings; Mozart: 2 Arias (K.841

A 913); Von Elnem: Ariettas for
Plano A Orchestra; Beethoven:
Movement from Symphony No. 8

28.23 (Stereo): The Art of Song in

Israel — Michelangelo Songs by
Britten, Wolf
00.10 (Stereo): Musical Miniatures

Second Programme
7.00 This Morning — news commen-
tary
8.10 Good Morning— songs, chat with
Rlvka Mlchaell
13.06 Midday — news commentary,
music
14.10 Stage and Screen — songs from
musicals
19.09 Sephardi songs — recordings of
a live performance
16.10 Any Questions
17.10 Lucky Winner — telephone
games
18.09 Free Time — Magazine on hob-

,

tales and recreation
18.43 Sports magazine
19.00 Today — People and events in
the news
l9.47.Blble Reading — Isaiah 33, 3i
20.05 "Confrontation" (repeat)
21.05 Folk songs
23.05 Just Between Us — Gideon Lev-
Ary talks about current problems
with listeners

6.30 University on the Air — The
Evolution of Anti-Semitism in Ger-
many
7.07 Yoel Esterqn presents selections

of music and items from the morning
newspapers
8.08 IDF morning newsreel
9.08 Israeli Winter — three hours of

music, skits, jokes and news flashes

with Eli Ylsraeli
- 12.45 IS Minutes — political commen-
tary
13.06 Today's Favourite — songs with

a special theme
14.08 Two Hours — music and
cinema, and theatre reviews, inter-

views and anecdotes
18.08 Portrait of George Gershwin
(repeat)

17.09 IDF evening newsreel
18.08 Economics magazine
18.45 Hebrew Hit Parade
21.00 Mabat newsreel
21.33 University on the Air — Anti-

Semitism in Germany (repeat)

22.03 Second Thoughts — Raphael
Bashan interviews Avraham
Schechierman
23.03 An hour with Noam Sheriff

00.05 Night Birds — songs, chat with
Naftali Alter

THIRD PROGRAMME
Light music from 6.00 a.m. to 13 p-m.
dally, with an interruption for the
news.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
SELECTIONS
French
7.15 (Fourth, Fifth) 13 min.. Including
review of Hebrew press
14.30 i Fourth. Fifth) 30 min.
28.08 (Fourth) 5 min.
20.15 (Fourth) 15 min.
22.30 (Fifth) 25 min.
24.00 (Fifth) 30 min.
Spanish news at 8.40

Yiddish news at 6.20. 19.30 (First) SO
min.
Hungarian at 19.15 (Fifth) 15 znln.
Saturdays (First) 30 min.
Rumanian news at 6.15, 20.30 (First)
IS min.
Russian news at 6.23, 18.45 (First) 18
min. Sun-Fri.

Georgian news at 6.08, 19.18 (First,
Fifth) 16 min.
Ladlno news at 6.30. 20.00 (First,
Fifth) 13 min.
Moghrabl news at 8.35. 20.15 (First.
Fifth) 18 min.
Bneharlu news at 8.03 i First)
Tat news at 8.11 (First)

Persian news at 6.49 (First)

VOICE OF AMERICA
NEWS SHOWS
1299 kilo Hertz:
5-8 and 8-8.30 a.m. — Dally breakfast
show with news, popular music and
Interviews.
11-12 p.m. — News, analysis and
topical reports.
S-B.30 a.m. — Dally breakfast show,
as above.
791 klJoHertz:
9-10 p.m. — VOA magazine, with
Americana, science and cultural
.news, roundup of news.

DIAL LOCATIONS
AM in hllnHrru
FM In Mi-K.iHenz

1*1 Pnt~ tnd Pro-
yr,t ri| rt7r- jjmmfflr

Israel AM. 379 *46™ • 91.3 93.3

J’m
|Tft AM 313 446

FM:
nee
>1 3

710 -

93 3
Kalla

1 HXV-ft AM: 373 1203
FM: ne.« 103.2

B'ahaba
area AM. 373

FM: HZ H m n
Bated
in* AM 373 843

FM- 909 10U
^IUI AM 1457 tin

KM- UK II •j •

the gifted shop
- an abundant variety

of exclusive fine giffo

from all over the

world to satisfy every (

taste: our aim- V
crafted ext/uirik g„ty
jewelry.

Beit Hjlaehmi
73 Pinkas Street

Tel Aviv f ~
4

EISESIIIZliSLSI
FLIGHTS

This schedule is subject to change without

prior notice. Readers are advised to call

Bm-Gurion Airport Flight Information,

(03) 97H61-SS (or 08-299444 for El At

flights only) for changes <n times of
Arrivals and Departures.

THURSDAY

ARRIVAU
0618 Air France 193 Hong KOog. Bangkok.
Delhi. Teheran
1240 El A! 004 New York
'1818 S&bena 201 Brussels

1360 AUA 711 Vienna
1430 TWA 880 Kansas City. Chicago. New
York, Athena
1440 El A1 148 Mexico, Montreal. Zurich

1449 El A1 664 Teheran
1485 Lufthansa 604 Frankfurt
1516 Karalr 3138 Helsinki, Athens. Eilat

tsM TWA 800 New York, Paris

1540 THY 824 Istanbul

1648 Monarch 4042 Luton

1718 TWA MO Phoenix, Chicago, Boston,

Paris. Rome
1728 BritanniaSPL E. Mid.. Birmingham.
f-orYUff, New Castle. Glasgow. Athens

1800 Alitalia 746 Rome
U05 Swissair 332 Zurich
2828 Cyprair 802 Lanwca
1928 El A1 858 Frankfurt
1940 SI A1 388 Rome
2080 British Air 676 London
2120 El A1 378 Copenhagen
2138 El A! 512 Johannesburg, wairow

2150 El AJ 542 Athena
g.tiw El A1 828 Paris, Zurich

2200 El A1 316 London
2228 Air France 132 Paris. Lyon

DEPARTURES

0880 El A1 983 Teheran
0700 Swissair 333 Zurich
0710 TWA 811 Rome, Paris, Boston,

Chicago. Kansas City, Los Angeles, San

Francisco
.0740 Air France 193 Paris

0730 Olympic 302- Athens
0800 El Atoil London, New York
r

0Si0 KLM 828 Amsterdam .

0820 El A1 323 Zurich. Paris
: "~7 -'

0840 El Al 181
.
Rome, New York

~

0880 British Air 977'Landon
0900 El Al 019 London, New York
0910 TWA 881 Athens, New York!
09SO Air France 131 Nice, Pads ..

0940 Ei Al 877 Copenhagen
1000 El A) 387 Frankfort '

^
1100 El Al 318 London

’

1200 El Al 389 Rome
1430 Sabena 202 Brussels -

- - -

1440 AUA 712 Vienna
i860 Lufthansa 807 Munich, Fciai
1615 Karalr 3138 Athens.Helsinki
1630 THY 826 Istanbul •

1730 El Al 641 Athens
1746 Monarch 4043 Luton .

1828 Britannia Athena, Glaum
Castle, Cardiff. Birmingham, s.
1900 Cyprair 303 lAmaca -

1920 Alitalia 747 Rome

This flight information is supp&g
BenrGurion International Airport
dination Centre.
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EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES DUTY HOSPITALS FIRST AID

Notices in this feature are charged at IL88 per Une plus VAT; Insertion every day costs IL600 per line plus VAT. per tao&
:

accepted at offices of the Jerusalem Post and all recognized advertising agents. .
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Jerusalem
museums
Israel Museum Exhibitions; From the
archaeological collections of the museum.
Objects of various periods and materials
not ordinarily on display. Aphrodite, A
Greek Goddess. Hellenistic and Roman
sculpture of the Goddess of Love with an
anthology of Greek love poetry. Architec-
ture In the Hanukka lamp. From concept
(a product: Bang and Olufsea’s Design far
Sound. Development and production ~of

outstandingly., designed electronic sound
equipment. 'Neolithic figurines from
Sha’ar Hagolan., Lasry-Bascbet Sound
Structures. Works which are both sculp-

tures and musical Instruments. Childhood
drawings and paintings by Israeli artists

(side by side with their mature works)..
Exhibit of the Month: Original and
Replica. How replicas are produced in

Israel Museum laboratories.

Chiaroscuro: The Beginning of Colour
Woodcut. Exhibition of rare European
.woodcuts of the I6-I8U1 centuries. First

Israel exhibit. With a Pencil. Creative
work with a pencil.

At the Rockefeller Museum: Two Egyp-
tian bronze statuettes of Imhotep (Egyp-
tian). Bronze figurine of Alexander the
Great. Prehistoric hunters’ sites In

northern Sinai.
Visiting hours: Israel Museum: Sun.,

Mon.. Wed.. Thurs. 10 a.m.-8 p.m.; Tue. 4-

10 p.m.: Fri. 10 &.m.-2 p.m.; Sat. 10 a.m.-2

p.m. Shrine of the Book, Billy Rose Art
Garden: Sun.. Mon., Wed., Tbur, 10 a.m.-5
p.m. Tue. 10 a.m.-lO p.m.; Fri. and Sat. 10

a.m .-2 p.m. Rockefeller Museum: Sun. —
Thur. 10 a.m .-6 p.m.: Fri., Sat. 30 a.m.-2
p.m. Tickets for Sat. and holidays must be
purchased In advance at the Museum,
Cahana or major Jerusalem hotels; In Tel
Aviv at Rococo, Hadron and Kaatel. Free
guided tours in English. Sun., Wed.. 11.00

a.m., Tues. 4.30 p.m. from upper entrance
hall.

CONDUCTED TOURS
Hadassah Tours

.

1 . Medical Centre, in Klry&t Hadassah.
Tours in English at 9, 10. 11 a.m. and 12
noon, leaving from the Kennedy Building.
Tour includes Chagall Windows. No
charge.
The Hadassah Synagogue — Chagall Win-
dows — open to the public from lJO-i.OO

p.m.. Sunday-Thursday. Buses 19 and 27.

2 . Mt. Scopus Hospital: Tours from 8.30

a.m. to 12.30 p.m. No charge. Buses 9 and
28 . Tel. Siam.
3. Morning half-day tour of all Hadassah
projects. U per person towards transpor-
tation. By reservation only: Tel. 416333
Hebrew University, tours in English at 8

and 11 a.m. from Administration Building,

Clvat Ram Campus. Mount Scopus tours

11.30 a.m. from the Martin Buber
Building. Buses 9 and 28, School of Educa-
tion bus stop. Further details: TeL 33430.

Emunah — National Religious Women’s
Organization, Tourist Centre. 28 Rehov
Ben Maimon. Tel. 02-62468, 30820. 811888.

American Mizrachi Women. Free Morning
Tours — 19a Keren Hayesod Street.

’ Jerusalem, Tel. 232788.

MISCELLANEOUS
*

Jerusalem Biblical Zoo, Schneller Wood,
Romexna. Tol. 814822, 7.30 a.m. — 7 p.m.

Tel Aviv
MUSEUMS
Beth Hatefutsotb. The Jewish Diaspora,
past and present, presented by the most
modem technology and graphic techni-
ques: films, slide shows, audio-visual dis-

plays, computer terminals, etc. In the ex-
hibition gallery: The last Jews of Radautl
— photographs by Laurence Salzm&n.
Visiting hours: Sunday, Monday. Thurs-
day 10 a.zn. — 8 p.m.: Tuesday. Wednes-
day 3 p.m. — 10 p.m. Friday. Saturday:
closed. Children under 6 years old are not
admitted. Beth Hatefutsoth Is located at
Klausner St., Ramat Aviv (entrance
through Gate 2 of Tel Aviv University
campus).
Tel Aviv Museum. 27 .Sderot Shaul
Hamelech. Exhibitions: Bennl Efrat —
Extrapolations. Here] in Profile — Herzl’a
Image in the fine arts. Rudl Lehmann.
1903-1977. HnMmab 1918-1978, Drawings.
Visiting Hours: Sun.. Mon.. Tue., Thur. 10
a.m. — 10 p.m. Fri. 10 a.m. — 2 p.m.. Sat 7— 11 p.m. New Museum Building open
Sal., 10 a.m. — I p.m., entrance free.
CONDUCTED TOURS
Emunah. — National Religious Women's
Organization: "Kaatel." 168 Rehov Ibn
Gabirol. Tel. 440316, 788942, 708440.

Canadian Hadassah- Wizo Office. 116
Rehov Hayarkon. Tel. 227060. 8 a.m. -2 p.m.
ORT bract: For visits please contact:
ORT Tel Aviv. Tel. 233231. 762291-2; ORT
Jerusalem. Tel. 933141; ORT Netanya,
Tel. 33744.

American Mizrachi Women. Guest Tours— Tel Aviv — Tel. 220187, 243106.
Pioneer Women — Na'amat: Free tours.
See our socio-educationaJ services. Call
for reservations, Tel Aviv. 03-296096.

MISCELLANEOUS
dmia.HS)ib Tourism Office. Room 30«,
Sheraton Hotel, TeL 03-289784.

Tour Vu'aleh World Zionist Organization
Aliya and Absorption Dept. “Meet the
Israelis" — programme presented every
Thursday at 9.00 p.m. at the Tai Hotel in
cooperation with the Central Information
Office: panel of experts, and Israeli film

BE.

V-

(English dialogue). Everyone
admission free. - -A

Haifa
’

MUSEUMS /./

Visit the Haifa museums: Ar
‘

Modern Art, 26 Rehov Shabtal

533258-8. National Maritime. Ttf

Illegal Immigration,. Tel. fiWK
Tel. 644488. Japanese Art, TeL I

Katz. Tel. 88482. Dagon Grain

Tel. 684221. Artists' House, TeL

MISCELLANEOUS
J

"

HndaNMob Tourism Office, Y
flee. 7 Paiyam st. Tel. man. •

What’s On In Haifa, dial 6468M.
'

.Rehovot. ,-..f

The Welznuum Institute open ta;

from 8.00 a.m. to 3.30 p.m. VlsttOfi

to see film on Institute's

tlvlties, shown regularly at 32.0001*

3.00 p.m. Friday U.00 am. only.

Tours of the Wetzmann House
hour from 9.00 ajn. to 9.30 pjn. tud
noon on Friday. Nominal fee for

to Weizmann House.
For Tours of the House please b#fk

034-83230. 054-83325.

JERUSALEM PC'

ARCHIVES
RETRIEVAL AND}
RESEARCH FROM

THE JERUSALEM
ARCHIVES .

Complete iriformailaftl

service in English V

from our archives,;

founded in 1933, *
;

and other sources:.

.

Reprints, research; .

synopses and php
now available on

.

and events in Israel*

Middle East,

World and Jewish' 1

Service by individual -or#^

or by annual subscripWo^';

For detailed information wr69;

Jerusalem Post Archives. Y.O

Jerusalem, Israel
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CRYPTIC PUZZLE Pse aa3ae <«****» etOw the cryptic or the Easy pula.

4 Something tcPread, for ex- •^ I |S "1
I j

ample, and lend out <6) HB I 1 I I I 1 4
7
(S)

#how ****** 7 ii M Mi U
EASY PUZ
7ROSS ,

3 D
led (6) 4 M
vat tiflinta d

8 A gift to give thanks for a
rost time (6)

30 Bad ignition (5)
13 Extra general (4)
,14 Bound Co edit anew (4*
15 Skin of a tamarind (4*
16 Went outside in the rain (3)
17 Do evening work at the
Lundry (4)

19 Dash from Ireland (4)
21 They let the motorist down

(4. 8)
S3 Food In sheet form! (4 jm See a change with no diffi-

culty (4)
26 Basic' difference 13)
27 S^eU of winter manoeuvres

29 A crack from a customer (4)
32 One regrets saying it (4)
33 Rim after Cbarite East (5)
34 A fine cutter 16 )

35 Flower a bird wtU urge you to
get (8)

38 when Ida's surrounded by
young swimmers (S>

ACROSS 3 n
4 Stroked (6) 4 M
7 Farthest points <6

(8) 5.
8 Jungle bled (6i - ii

19 Ebbs on (hr 6
13 Autograsfa (4) » —
16 Examination (4) n
15 Skin irritation IS

<4> 13
16 Service pannest

<3) ' is .j.

17 Residence (4) (3

19 Monkeys (4)- . 16 OR
SI Administered <9> » »
23 Treaty (4) ' «6
24 Duty fast, (4) ' S®

;

26 Beam (3) *1 -

-

29 Coagulated lump 22 M
(4) (3

32 Fix (4) 23
33 Precipitous (5) .

*4 Mocks C8> 25
as wrapper ffl>
as Menace (6> » _
_ DOWN 39 S3

1 First appearance 31 w
lS) (5,

2 Antlered 32 la
(5) 33 W

m

' (5)

DOWN 16 Formerly half wasted (3J -
—

1 Waste product (5) 18 A shaky source of amuse- AntjrvaS* FTP41? Satutton
2 ICS minted in soft pink (5) ment (6) U«-r 7

i
VO-

3 Growing source of pate (4) 20 Vital Juice extractor! (5) SShL.T’ Learo-N. ».
4 AdmitLen is holding it us 21 Set at F8? (3» % Vo-w-eL 17.

aide down (3, 2) 23 May turn up in a diet (2) j^ded. J5l* **.
5 Grand drink for windy 33 One who doesn't agree with a Wogan. 28.
weather <4> weighty measure? <61 Into ® 3u

6 Nam has no yen to be an 25 It may get you gasping DOWN*l^Ve
c^n^3S’™F^[c**‘

explorer (6) soundlessly (3) 3. T 7
9 Dreads disturbing snakes (6) 28 Nobly out of bed at dawn? 6. CrneL 8.' Ti f*
11 Ann Brixton (3) (3) 9- Let. 12, Lot,

12 She may bo oiled (5) 30 Marxist musk: circle! (5» ta
IS Seasons of Shelley (7J SI .Masonic drink? (5) arera.
15 incredulous thing to say 33 Biting a lot or policemen! (4) a-ls<> 25. ^ vh!u £?

when things goffid CS) 33 Its taken to be edible (4) Grt «^t. W. pST(^)

SOLUTIONS TO TODAY’S PUZZLE TOMORROW
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New laws cut French road deaths
In the past six years road deaths in France have dropped by a
third, following the introduction of three new restrictions: speed
limits on major roads, seatbelts, and breathalyser tests.

The Otosan four-door sedan with a Ford Escort motor

NewTurkish car on our roads

130 Sabi* k
MO Tv-*? ^ Ew « worth of old hoods. These
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?W a wer® from the Bank of
sis t si inventory- and represent ac-

*rday succeeded in seeingsome

a were sold from the Bank of

;1 inventory and represent ac-sia KarA ootj. invcmovy" un reynacoi w
i20 THY ‘ini

5 Ambulations from market operations

I
10 Ei ajX*- ^V^led out previously and in support
« MoaarclJ ind prices,

if*
Brilaaiiu

a,
1** « “shocker" of the day was the

Ctrciff abtwint drop in the price of Bank
920 shares In the: past two"a*,e "47 sms these shares have fallen by
.

^ er cent and have effectively lost
'L
J -r.TQrn^ s than one third of the gains

/i^^Bved since the beginning of the

B and Hapoalim. remained un-

Land development and real estate
shares were nose the worse for the
session. Azorim, however, was down
by 15, Property and building was un-
changed and Zspro eked out a five-

point gain.
Industrials were generally stable.

Elbil IL1 eased by. seven, but Elco
IL2.5 gained the same amount. Elron
IL£ was unchanged.
Investment company stocks were

mixed. Elgar and Eilera were un-
changed but Amissar rose by S3, to

450. Discount eased by five but
Hapoalim and Lenml were unchang-
ed.
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Bed tape reduced for

future Galilee settlers

Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — In an effort to settle

more Jews in Galilee, Amidar. the

state bousing company, is offering a
relatively bureaucracy-free
programme for families who wish to

rent apartments in that part of the

country—
The programme, according to

which 1,000 housing units have
already been rented, offers families

the opportunity to rent apartments
at XL200 a room without having to

apply for the special redaction
through the Ministry of Construction

and Housing. Albert Levi, general

manager of Amidar, said that *00

families from heavily populated

cities in the country have already

taken advantage of this new plan and

have moved to Galilee.
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TEL AVIV. —The first shipments of
the Turkish Otosan car, a newcomer
on the local scene, will arrive here in
about two weeks, a spokesman for
the Importers, Eurocars, said here
yesterday that about 100 orders had
been placed so far.
The Otosan ia made in an Istanbul

factory in cooperation with Ford
(England). The engine, transmis-
sion, rear axle assembly and other
parts are made by Ford, while the
rest of the oar is Turkish-made.
Three models will be marketed

here. The four-door sedan with a
1.300cc Escort engine, will retail for

ILl 78,000 plus VAT. A station wagon
with a 1,800 Cortina motor will cost
IL200,fiOO, plus VAT and a pickup
truck with the smaller engine will

cost IL154.300, plus VAT.

The importers stress that low
manufacturing wages in Turkey and
the lower costs involved in bringing
the cars from nearby Turkey make
these relatively low retail prices
possible.

Underground parking ready

before the first flats go up
By KITVUE WEINSTEIN
Jerusalem Post Reporter

As urban land becomes In-
creasingly scarce and the number of

cars continues to rise, one of the best
ways to solve the problem of parking
has been to go underground. The
latest of Jerusalem's underground
parking lota Is currently under con-

struction at Denmark Square in the

Beit Hakerem suburb. •

Many Jerusalemites are likely to

be suprlsed to learn that the massive
excavation next to the Belt Hakerem
supermarket Is for an underground
parking lot. Such large-scale digging
ia usually associated with downtown
commercial centres and not with
quiet residential areas. Butthe park-
ing lot is intended to serve a ten-

storey high-rise apartment and a
shopping centre that will be built

behind and above the supermarket.
The Jerusalem municipality, seek-

ing to solve the anticipated parking
problem In advance, demanded that

a parking area be Included in the
project. To minimize the in-
convenience caused to the public

during construction, the contractor,
David Stern, was required to deposit

a guarantee of ILlm. that the park-
ing lot would be finished within a
year.
Work began last September, and

when the parking lot is finished there
will be room for 100 cars. The lot will

be operated by a private firm, but
ownership will remain in the hands
of the municipality, which owns the
street and part of the land under
which the lot is being, built.

'The municipalitywill also have the'

final say with regard to parking
rates. The lot will be open to the
public as well as to the residents of
the high-rjse. which will contain 40
flats.

Yoel Marinov, In charge of park-
ing for the Jerusalem municipality,
and the planner of the Belt Hakerem

'

lot, would like to see more un-
derground parking in Jerusalem's
crowded downtown. But, he notes,

underground parking is too expen-
sive for the municipal budget.
Private companies are not always
eager to operate the lots since they
are not a very profitable business.

In the past Marinov hunted for va-
cant lots In Jerusalem which he
could lease from the owners, if they
had no immediate building plans.
Surface parking is much cheaper —
costing only ILl5,000 per space com-
pared to about IL80.000 for un-
derground parking. But there are
almost no open areas left suitable for

parking lots.

The scarcity of land led the
municipality to plan two un-
derground parking lots downtown —
one currently under construction

next to the Hamashblr department
store, and the other below the pre-
sent parking lot in front of Beit
Agron.
A private company has yet to be

found for the latter project, which
will comprise four levels and will be
built in two stages. The first stage is

to provide space for 210 cars at the

cost of EL23m. When completed it

' will hold 450 cars. An entertainment
centre will be built on the ground
level.

New car sales slump ends as

28,000 units sold last year
By YITZHAK OKED

Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AYTV. — New car sales during
1978 came to about 28,000, compared
to approximately 20,000 passenger
cars sold in 1977.

This Increase brings the Industry

out of the slump it has been in for two
years and back to the level It had
reached in 1975. But the figures are
still far from the record year of1974,

when about *8,000 automobiles were
sold.

According to Arie Carasao, presi-

dent of the Automobile Importers
Association, and importer of
Renault, 35,000 new cars must be
added to the country’s fleet every
year, to keep it from becoming
overaged. He bases his calculation

on the fact that today there are about
350,000 private cars cm the road. In
Europe the average life span of a car
ia seven to eight years. Here it might
be stretched to ten years. This
means that every year ten per cent

of the fleet must be renewed.
All the importers The Post talked

to said their January sales were
higher than those of last year, which

is a good omen, they claim.
Carasso hopes to increase his sales

with the Introduction here of the

newest car In the Renault family, the

Renault 18, which has sold well in

Europe since it came out six months
ago.
Volvo Importer Israel Kass was

also quite optimistic. He expects to

double sales this year to more than
1.200 units. His best sellers are the

3*3 and 244 models. Waiting time has
been cut down to three days since he
brings in his cars by the CAL cargo
airline, he said.

Ya’acov Reemy, head of Cham-
pion Motors, the sole Importers of

Volkswagen and Audi, was full of op-

timism. He said that this January he
sold 360 automobiles compared to 108

the same month last year. December
figures had shown a similar in-

crease. There has been a revival in

sales of double-cabin commercial
vans, he stressed.
Between SO and 50 per cent of all

sales are to duty-free or partially ex-
empted customers. About 40 per cent

of sales go to government agencies,
business firms or institutions, rather
than to individuals.

Volunteers may soon reinforce police

in fight against traffic accidents

Jerusalem Post Reporter

Police will soon be reinforced by
volunteers in their fight to combat
traffic accidents in cities if a propos-

ed agreement between the police and
various voluntary organizations

goes through.
At a meeting held yesterday at

police headquarters In Jerusalem
attended by Judge Moshe
Loewenbergi president of the
National Council for the Prevention

of Accidents, Natan Tel-Nlr, general
secretary of the council, Gutman
Rabinovitz, president of B’nai B’rlth

In Israel, as well as senior police of-

ficers, including Inspector-General

Haim Tavori, it was agreed to ap-

point a special committee to finalise

plans.

Initlallylt is thought that the B'nai

B’rlth volunteers will join police on
traffic duty and will aid them in In-

structing the public and in enforcing

traffic laws.

If the proposal is successful, it Is

hoped that the volunteers who will

wear identity tags, will eventually be

Auto-Truck
nutproofing

able to operate independently of
policemen, but this would require
changes In the law.

The National Council already
operates a corps of “traffic
observers," whose powers' are
presently limited to reporting traffic
offences. Proposals to extend the
role of volunteers in the fight against

,
road accidents have in the past
always met with reluctance on the
part of police.

PARIS. — Remarkable results in
lowering road fatalities were
reported recently by the French
government's Road Safety Office.
They are challenged in court,
however, by a motorists' organiza-
tion, which accuses the Road Safety
Office of spreading false information
and manipulating statistics.

The action by the organization
Auto-Defense, is being welcomed by
the safety officials, who hope that
the decision will settle what has
become a national dehate. And other
European countries will watch with
interest, as few have introduced all
three restrictions on drivers.

In turn Auto-Defense will support
British opposition to compulsory
seatbelt wearing. West German opp-

Dizengoff may be
closed to cars

By M3CHAL YUDELMAX
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Rehov Dizengoff may

I

bc closed to private vehicles In the
future. Deputy Mayor David Shift-
man said recently.

Visiting the Dan Bus Cooperative
headquarters with Mayor Shlomo
Lahat, Shiftman said that allowing
only public transport on Rehov
Dizengoff would ease the bus traffic
in residential streets off Dizengoff.
such as Relnes and Frlshman.
He added that residents of the

smaller streets off Dizengoff com-
plained about the heavy bus traffic
In their streets.
The municipality also considers

closing Rehov Ben Yehuda to private
vehicles. Shiftman said. At present
one-way traffic for passenger cars is

allowed on Rehov Dizengoff and Ben
Yehuda.

I

‘Ice cream truck *

law saves lives
An ordinance passed in Detroit

requires motorists to stop before
passing an ice cream truck display-
ing a stop sign and flashing lights. It

has cut child pedestrian accidents by
77 per cent, according to a study of

the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration.
According to the report, about 1.5

per cent of all urban pedestrian in-

juries involve children between the
ages of two and ten, struck while ap-
proaching or leaving ice cream ven-
dors. Before the ordinance, tests

showed that the average speed of

cars approaching vending trucks,
was 44 kph. Following the new law,'
speeds were reduced to 25 kph.
Vendor-related injuries among

Detroit children had averaged about
49 a year between 1973 and 1975, the
researchers said, "butwere reduced
to 11 in 1977, a 77 per cent reduction."
Under the "ice cream truck" law.

vendors must Instal roof-mounted
flashing lights and a swing stop arm,
to be activated any time- a. truck is

stopped. Motorists are required to
stop before passing the activated
lights and stop sign, and yield to
pedestrians crossing the street. The
law also restricts ice cream vendors
to low-speed, low-volume streets.

Volvo cancels

Norwegian deal
STOCKHOLM fUPI). — The Volvp
board last week said it had .aban-
doned Its plan to make the giant
Swedish automaker 40 per cent
Norwegian-owned, after seeing that
the f171m. deal had no chance of sur-
viving a shareholders meeting.
Volvo president Pehr G.

Gyllenhammar said a proxy vote
count had shown that the agreement
would be defeated by the meeting.
Volvo’s deal with Norway was tied

to a Swedish-Norwegian trade agree-
ment entailing Swedish concessions
on Norwegian North Sea oil and
favourable Norwegian timber Im-
ports from Sweden.
Volvo had sought the Norwegian

deal after a proposed merger with
Saab, Sweden's second automaker,
fell through last year and the
Swedish government refused to
grant a large loan.

The International recession hit

Volvo’s exports, but in the first nine
months of 1978 profits grew by 61 per
cent on a 28 per cent sales increase,
although the Swedish market grew
only by one per cent.

Tracker to jafl

for traffic death
ASHKELON (Itim). — Shimon Glbli.

26, a truck driver from Bat Yam,
was sentenced to three months in jail

plus six months suspended and fined

ZL5.000 for reckless driving which
resulted in one death and a serious

Injury.

GIbli’s large Leyland truck collid-

ed with an army vehicle in March
1977 — killing the driver, Mordechai

Ra’anan and injuring a passenger.

Gibli's licence will also be suspended

for 33 months.

ZIEBART
U.SJL

Israeli licensee; Tel, 63-614731

Permanent auto
paint protection

ZEE-GLAZE

A product of Zlebart
TeL 08-614731

Municipality of Kiryat Ata
Tender No. 119/B-8/ISP/78

Israel Sewerage Project

The Municipality of Kiryat Ata hereby Invites manufacturers to submit

bids for the supply and erection of electro-mechanical equipment which
will replace the existing equipment in Sewage Pumping Station No. l in

Kiryat Ata,

Tender documents and forms of tender can be obtained against pay-

ment of TLi.noo-- (non-returnable), from the office of the City Engineer.

Bids accompanied by a bankguarantee of 5% ofthe bid total, valid for a
period ending 120 days from the last date set for the submission of bids,

should be placed in the tender box, or be mailed to arrive not later than

April 4, 1979, at 12 noon.
The envelope containing the bid should be marked:

The Israel Sewerage Project

Tender No. 119/B-8/ISP/78

Municipality of Kiryat Ata
Bids should be submitted in accordance with the conditions of the

tender.

Terms of payment: as specified In the tender documents.
Bids may be submitted by manufacturers of equipment or by authoriz-

ed agents who have been pro-qualified for the ISP-

A site inspection for contractors will be held on February 26, 1979, leav-

ing the Municipality at 10.30 a.m.
The Tender Board docs not undertake to accept the lowest or any bid

for the entire tender or part thereof.
SprilM.r
Mayor

position to speed limits and a cam-
paign by Irish drivers against breath
tests.

Auto-Drefense predict* it will lose

the case "because no judge will ever
be courageous enough to put an end
to the dictatorship of a civil service
which grabs more and more power."
It Is certainly doubtful whether the
French government will modify its

Increasingly tough attitude to

motorists.

Last year there were more than
11,000 deaths on the road — 1.000

fewer than in 1977. In 1972, the peak
year, more than 16.600 people died on
French roads after a number of

years in which the annual increase

was about five per cent.

It was estimated that an average
of 6.2 people were killed for every 100

million kilometres travelled. Today
that has dropped to an average 4.7

for every 100 million kilometres,
despite a 25 per cent Increase In traf-

fic.

The restrictions stemmed less
from a public outcry than the en-

forced speed limits caused by the
petrol crisis of 1973. Since then
motorway speed limits have been
maintained at 130 kph and that Cor

most national roads at 90 kph.
The sudden drop in deaths caused

by that measure led to an increase in

the powers of the Road Safety Office.
Three years ago the wearing of

seat belts was made compulsory for
drivers and front-seat passengers on
all motorways and national roads.
Enforcement is so strict that a
motorist who refused to pay a fine
was this month summarily jailed for
ten days. In cities, seat belts must be
worn during the hours of darkness.

Six months ago, despite pressure
from the drink trade and cafe-
owners, random breathalyser tests
were Introduced.
The big car manufacturers.

nationalized Renault and privately-
owned Peugeot, have helped the
government's cause, particularly
over scat belts. During the last seven
years, the two companies have joint-

ly analysed all statistics concerning
cars of the same make and same age
which have been involved in similar

crashes.
More than 2.700 nearly identical

cases have been compared, which
shows that in head-on collisions one
per cent of drivers wearing seat
belts were killed, compared with
seven percent of those who were not.

Taking all accidents, the two com-
panies have found that the risk of

death is cut by between 50 and 60 per
cent by safety belts.

To support the case for main-
taining motorway speed limits, the
French lean on a West German
Government experiment which com-
pared accident statistics over an
identical section of Autobahn. Over
two years, the speed limit was
restricted to 130 kph and then lifted.

Without the speed limit, serious ac-

cidents increased by 11 per cent.
Despite this, German manufac-

turers have said that speed limits
affect the development and export of
cars, and they have forced the
government to lift legal restrictions

and replace them with advisory
limits.

This view is not shared by French
manufacturers, nor are they likely to
back an end to breathalyser tests,

despite claims that this will -affect

sales.
The first statistics after six

months of tests show that about 500
lives have been saved. Before the
breathalyser, it was estimated that
only three to four per cent of
motorists drove with more than the

legal limit of alcohol in the blood, but
that they caused more than 40 per
cent of all fatal accidents. lOFNSl

WITH THE TERMINATION of their strike on Tuesday night British
truckers have their work cut out for them hauling the 8.000 imported
cars piled up on Southampton docks to their destinations. The ears
pictured above were made by Ford in Spain. <AP)

Peugeot—a new giant

challenges the world
PARIS. — Europe has a new
automobile giant ready to take on
the world. The new contender
emerged last month with the
takeover in Europe of the U.S.
Chrysler Corp. by Peugeot-Citroen
of France.
With an annual production capaci-

ty of over two million cars and
trucks, the Peugeot-CItroen-
Chrysler group now ranks sixth in

the world after General Motors,
Ford, Chrysler U.S., Toyota and
Nissan. Its leadership In Europe is

undisputed; the new group can
aspire to 20 per cent of the total an-

nual market of some 10 million cars
In the region.
The nearest rivals, Ford of Europe

and Renault of France, have
somewhat less than 15 per cent each.

Other* competitors, such as
Volkswagen, Fiat and the two
General Motors affiliates, Vauxhall
(Great Britain) and Opel (West Ger-
many), can claim not much over 10

per cent apiece.

Only ten or even five years ago,
few people In the automobile In-

dustry would have picked Peugeot as
a candidate for such a spectacular
achievement. With an output of only

about 800,000 cars a year in the mid-
1970s, the company did not look like a
serious world challenger.

It was at that point, however, that

the Peugeot family launched the
takeover of. Citroen, a company
nearly as big as itself.

The move was bold. In many ways,
Citroen was a risk. The companyhad
a reputation for skilled engineering
and imaginative design; It was
nranf garde in such features as tight

streamlining and Independent
suspension.
But only Frenchmen tended to buy

Citroen cars, and then not enough to

make the firm consistently
profitable. Part of the trouble was
that the firm was controlled by the

conservative, secretive Michelin
family, which made no effort at
aggressive marketing.
When the Peugeot family took

over, things changed radically.
Peugeot family members still hold

about 42 per cent of the shares in the

group formed by the takeover of the

Chrysler operations in Europe.
Roland, Bertrand and Antoine
Peugeot serve on the supervisory
board.
There is lively speculation over

how Peugeot plans to bring the
operations acquired in Britain,

France and Spain up to scratch. The
situation at Chrysler Europe ia es-

sentially the same as at Citroen

when Peugeot took over. But it ts

further complicated by the mul-
tinational scope of the project.

The weekly Chamber concert
The Jerusalem KHAN

Sunday, February 4, 8JO p.m.
,

The Israel Piano Quartet
Pnl nil Salzman — piano; Moshe Murvilz — violin:

- Abraham Bernstein — viola; Elhunna Brejgmun — cello.

Programme: * BEN-HAIM - Variation on an Israeli folk song for

Piano, Violin and Cello

FAURE — Quartet in G Minor, Op. 48

BRAHMS — Quartet in G Minor, Op. 28

Wednesday, 18th - Thursday, 26th April

Hanover
Fair 9
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Playing for high stakes
THE WARM welcome accorded Chinese Deputy Premier Teng
by President Carter and the U.S. Government has no doubt
rattled nerves in the Soviet Union. The rapprochement between
Washington and Peking has been the number one nightmare in
Moscow. Some Soviet officials are no doubt conjuring up all
sorts of U.S.-Chinese conspiracies and plots. Certainly, Deputy
Premier Teng’s recent remarks in “Time" magazine terming
the Soviets a “hot bed of war" and calling for U.S.-Chinese
solidarity against Moscow have only served to heighten Soviet
anxieties.
The men in Peking, on the otherhand, must be pleased as they

sense this Soviet uneasiness. By all accounts, they have come to
believe that their long-range security against the Soviet threat
can best be guaranteed by close relations with the U.S. They
also have other reasons for warming up to Washington, in-
cluding their badly needed help in developing an efficient-
running modernization programme. China may have 900 million
people but it is still economically poor and militarily weak.
For its part the Carter Administration is treading very

carefully to balance the U.S. relationships toward Moscow and
Peking. Moving too quickly in improving ties with China will
have the opposite effect on the Soviet Union. The delay in con-
cluding the strategic arms limitation treaty is but one example.
President Carter of course hopes that the United States can

have cordial relations with both China and the Soviet Union. For
the U.S. and, indeed, for the entire world, the stakes of this
enterprise are high indeed.

It is a rational policy worth pursuing, although some in
Washington may be tempted to try to play off one side against
the other in an effort to score strategic points. With nuclear
weapons as the backdrop such a policy would be very risky.
America's efforts to improve relations with both China and

the Soviet Union, must be pursued prudently and carefully. The
Americans must act from a position of strength rather than
weakness — something they have not displayed in recent years.
Ignoring or belittling hostile Soviet acts because of a Vietnam
complex can only encourage more Soviet inroads in critical

parts of the world.
In the long run, the three Big Powers can only live together in

peaceful coexistence if the Soviets and the Chinese mend their

own fences. For, if not, the friction between these two giants
could erupt into open hostilities — with no one a winner.
In this regard. President Carter and his government would be

moving wisely and courageously if they designed U.S. policy to

encourage such a Sino-Soviet rapprochement.

POSTSCRIPTS
SAUDI ARABIAN agent William
Grimstad Is the real author of “The
Six Million Reconsidered,“ a work of
"most sophisticated anti-Semitism,”
according to David Lehrer, fact-

finding director of the Anti-
Defamation League of Bnai Brith.

The Grimstad book, which is sold

by the National StateB Rights Party
headquartered in Marietta, Georgia,
was originally published in late 1977.

The author Is listed only as the Com-
mittee for Truth in History and the

copyright is held by Media Research
Associates, both at which are
“phony," Lehrer said.

Although the real authorhad never
been disclosed, Lehrer explained,

the ADL discovered in October, 1978

that the book had been written by
Grimstad. The ADL further dis-

covered that in 1977 Grimstad had
registered with the U.S. State
Department as an agent of Saudi
Arabia, he said.

According to Lehrer, ADL believes
that the Saudis paid $20,000 to
Grimstad for his account that the

Holocaust never occurred. In addi-

tion to being a paid agent of Saudi
Arabia, Grimstad is the former
editor of “White -Paper," a
newspaper published by a Nazi
group, Lehrer said.

A PUZZLING HAZE over the Arctic
ice packs has been Identified as a by-
product of air pollution, & ftwfttug

that may support predictions of a
disastrous melting of the earth's ice

caps.
Dr. Kenneth Rahn, one of the

scientists who helped identity the
seasonal haze, told AP recently it

was impossible without further work
to predict what climatic effect the
arctic pollution may have.
Moreover, Rahn, of the University

of Rhode Island School of
Oceanography, said no similar haze
has been found over the Antarctic,
which has most of the world’s ice.

The haze was first noticed when
weather planes began making
routine flights inside the Arctic Cir-

cle in the 1950a. Analysis showed the
haze to be made of sulfur com-
pounds, principally sulfuric add and
ammonium sulfate, which now
appear to derive from sulfur dioxide
gas emitted during fuel combustion
in Industrial centres.

Rahn said this could reinforce the

“greenhouse effect" predicted by
some scientists, in which a rise in at-

mospheric carbon dioxide due to

combustion could melt the ice caps
and flood coastal cities.

DRACULA is depicted as cruel hut

patriotic in a new Rumanian film,

-apparently intended to rehabilitate

the tarnished Image abroad of one of

Rumania's toughest rulers.

The message of the film is. that

Dracula — Vlad Tepes— was actual-

ly 'defending his country against

-foreign invaders, according to AP.
Some 60 earlier movies ’have

depicted Vlad — or Dracula, as he

was named by British novelist Bram
Stoker in 1897 — as a vampire. The
new Rumanian film, according to

one reviewer, shows Vlad Tepes'
cruelty, but argues that he was cruel

because he thought it most suitable

for defending his country's interests

"above all its independence."
Although he used an array of torture

methods, the main one was to Impale
his enemies on stakes and leave

them to die there. According to

Rumanian historians, some 10,000 in-

vading Turks died this way in the

15th century, thanks to the patriotic

count.

TWO BIRDS of a different feather

got together in the Knesset yester-

day, and pledged to keep the nest

clean. Likud dove Yosef Tamir, and
Likud hawk Moshe Shamir, met at

Tamir's request to seek ways of cur-

bing Gush Emunlm in its poster-

pasting drives. Tamir, an ecology

activist, told Shamir that Gush
Emunlm would listen to him as an
advocate of a cleaner Land of Israel,

If he reminded them that bill-posting

was illegal. Shamir, himself a writer
who enthuses about the countryside,

needed no convincing, and promised
to take care of his Gush friends.

MANY BOYS and girls celebrate
their Bar and Bat Mitzva with lavish

parties, but not Ayalat Mansour of
Jerusalem. Five years ago, Ayalat
underwent open heart surgery at
Jerusalem's Hadassah Hospital.
Recently she and her father came to
the hospital with a check for IL20.000
to enable it to buy more equipment to
facilitate such operations. She hopes
the gesture will encourage others to
give money to worthy causes rather
than “waste it on big parties." In-

cidents , one of the activities she
now excels in is gymnastics. H.S.

NOW ON SALE

I onnrui I

October 1978 Issue
COLLECTOR 'S EDITION

The new magazine that captured

'

the mind of the American reader

sole distributor

Rent a car
The economical way

50% Reduction
on daily rate

Call at any of our offices

Jerusalem:
174 Jaffa St.. Tel. 243308/222534
22 King David St., Tel. 234405
Tel Aviv:

112 Hayarkon St., Tei. 03-287253/4

GKD0DNEWS FOR
TOURISTS
While here, you’ve been reeding

The Jerusalem Post end you'd like

to keep in touch with events in

Israel when you return home. Well,

you can do it through The
Jerusalem Post International Edi-

tion. air-mailed worldwide every

week with the latest news,
features end photos.

Walk into any branch of one of the

banks listed below and you can

take out a subscription today. It

only takes a few minutes. Have a

nice vacation and a safe Journey

home.

BANK HAPOAUM
ISRAEL DISCOUNT BANK
BARCLAYS DISCOUNT BANK
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TAKING AIM
In an interview with The Post’s MARK SEGAL, MK Haim
Kaufman explains why he has had the temerity to launch

an attack on the governor of the Bank of Israel.

THE CHAIRMAN of Herut"a Knesset
faction appears to be enjoying the
huge public controversy he has set in

motion in the wake of his attack on
the governor of the Bank of Israel.

Arnon Gafny.
"Davar" entitled its editorial

“The government is not Lego." when
It admonished Halm Kaufman,
whose family business Includes the
agency for the famous Danish toys,

for daring to take on such an august
figure.

The tough-speaking sabra from
Petah Tikva is not put off by such
criticism. On the contrary, it

appears to give him added energy
for his assault on the governor,
whom he accuses of causing this

year’s inflation to rise by 10 per cent
by his mismanagement of the flow of
money. He challenges Gafny's com-
petence on professional grounds, dis-

claiming any political motive in
launching an onslaught, which has
since been taken up with even
greater warmth by Finance Minister
Simha Ehrlich.
This is not the first time the Herut

MK has crossed swords publicly with
the governor. He criticized the out-

lay of IT.iOflm. on the construction of

the bank’s new premises in the Ben-
Gurion Kirya in Jerusalem. He felt

that a sum of that order could be
better spent elsewhere, apart from
the seeming double standard on the
part of Gafny who constantly
preaches restraint in public con-
sumption.

ning mechanism."
"We set out on an economic

revolution after decades of mis-
management, with the country
dependent on foreign sources for

finance. I hold that the governor can-
not avoid his share of the respon-
sibility. He is most certainly a
partner in the new economic policy-

making. We never heard a word of

criticism out of him. Quite the op-
posite.”
Here Kaufman produced a copy of

the governor's address to the Tel
Aviv Commercial and Industrial
Club at its Friday luncheon meeting
on November II, a week after the

AN ORDINARY citizen finds It

riveting to witness the top Likud
politicians turning on the nigh-
sacrosanct figure of the governor of
the state bank. Although he did not

say so explicitly in his interview,
Kaufman implied that the view wide-
ly held in the Likud is that Gafny got
the job in a panic decision after the
Rabin government had to drop its

nomination of Asher Yadlin for the
position. He sought to allay a general
suspicion that the Likud was trying
to make Gafny a scapegoat for its

Own failure In the economic manage-
ment of the country.
Kaufman disclaimed any such

Machiavellian scheming, arguing
that he, a cautious businessman
before he entered full-time politics,

would only choose such a target after

making doubly certain of the
soundness of bis premise.
Why had he decided to attack Gaf-

ny Just now?
Kaufman prefaced his answer

with the explanation that "every
body has its own warning
mechanism, and in our financial set-

up the decisive supervisory
machinery over our monetary
policies is the Bank of Israel gover-
nor being appointed by the govern-
ment with the formal approval of the
President." In addition the governor
enjoyed another position — that of

economic adviser to the govern-
ment.
' He proceeded to charge that Gafny
had failed in his task as “the war-

Hairn Kaufman (Uzi Keren)

finance minister announced the
‘economic turnover.* Gafny, on that
occasion, welcomed the new
economic policy for “its great poten-
tfallty for revitalizing our
economy.*'

HE CONCEDED that Gafny did

more than enough to stop foreign
currency fleeing the country and to

help the finance minister obtain
commitments to underwrite our
foreign currency reserves from the
International Monetary Fund. But
he accused the governor of having
lacked the foresight to realize that
foreign currency would flood the
market.
"He had a one-way approach, and

failed to set up a dam to block this

flood of money, which threatenedto
wash away our monetary structure.

His default caused & serious breach
in our new economic reform. The
statistics at my disposal Indicate

that foreign currency loans rose by
about ILlSb. to ILlSb." Kaufman
quoted from material Issued last

November by the Bank of Israel,

some of it under Gafny's own name,
brandishing photostat copies with
the declaration: “I am very careful
to prepare my brief before taking up
such Issues."
The removal of foreign currency

controls had been an essential part

HE EXPLAINED that before the

abolition of currency controls, an
Israeli businessman had difficulty

getting a bank loan because of the

stringent liquidity limitations. The
Interest rate of 40 per cent, combined
with other restrictions, made the

money supply extremely tight.

Prior to the Likud reform, bank
credits were extended to a specific

line of products, but afterwards
"everything was opened up." The
result, he said, was that bankers
began to offer loans, with interest

rates on- dollar loans lower than on
credit In local currency.
Many people took dollar loons at 30

per cent interest, at a time when
pound rates were between 40 and 45

per cent.

"People took advantage of the
dollar credit, converted them into

llrot and bought linked government
bonds. With inflation rising as it has
dong, in some cases they made a 50
per cent profit. Moreover, the in-

terest on dollar loans was considered
a business expense for taxation pur-
poses.
“Even worse, $40m. of the in-

coming foreign currency went to

purchase linked bonds, thereby In-

creasing the government’s debts."
he said, the successful businessman
coming to the fore as he described
one of the ways of making money in
Israel.

Kaufman held that Gafny's major
mistake had been his mistaken
assessment of currency fluctuations.

He had believed that the dollar
would decline more than it had done,
and that people would not risk taking
so many dollars.

“He received more than ample
warning from real experts in the
field, Including top commercial
bankers, but he preferred to follow
his own intuition and disregarded
their advice. His gamble did not pay
oft," said Kaufman triumphantly.

ANOTHER OF Gafny's faults, ac-
cording to Kaufman was to ignore
the way commercial banks sidestep
the central bank's limit of 35 per cent
on dollar borrowing by Israeli
nationals. If an Israeli businessman
brings $l00m. in foreign credit to his

bank manager, he cannot legally
realize more than $35m. But, Kauf-
man explained, if be has a foreign
partner, he can get his hands on the
lot at advantageous rates —r not to
mention those who channel the
balance in and out of the country so
as to sidestep the legal hedge. •

As another example of Gafny's ig-

READERS' LETTERS

FACILE VERSION
OF HISTORY

THE FIGHT AGAINST INFLATION

To the EditorofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir, — In “Rigging the game

"

(January 19), Martin Sieff writes:

"...the forces of His Imperial Majes-
ty were bombed out of the Promised
Land by a tiny minority termed
terrorists...” This facile version of

Zionist history can. no doubt, find

support among some most exalted
circles. It suffers somewhat,
however, from being untrue. Ad-
ditionally, it is an insult to many
thousands who struggled, suffered,

and died for the unborn State of
Israel, without belonging to I.Z.L. or
L.H.Y., or subscribing to their
methods.
Nor is it true, as Sieff further im-

plies. that non-military persons did
not fall victim to the bombings and
other activities of these
organizations. The path of the ter-

rorist's progress is always strewn
with incidental victims. To pretend
otherwise is to delude onself, and to
succumb to that blunting of moral
sensibility which Inevitably over-

takes those who embrace atrocious
means to serve a noble end.

LIONEL HOLLAND
Hadera.

To the Editorof The Jerusalem Post
Sir. — The full page advertisement

in your issue of January 16, headed
“Conquer inflation” and signed by
the president and 15 other members
of the Coordinating Bureau of
Economic Organizations deserves
the close attention of every element
of Israel's population.
In repeated articles and

statements, government officials

have stressed the danger to the very
existence of Israel -emanating from
the growing upward spiral of infla-

tion. Despite these warnings, all

segments of the population have, so
far, failed to realize that the danger
is as great as that of external
pressures, and perhaps even
greater.
Therefore, the courageous steps

announced by these 16 signatories of
the ad should be welcomed by
everyone — manufacturers, im-
porters. wholesalers, retailers and
consumers. All these groups should
do their share and follow the propos-
ed plan, maintaining or reducing
prices, restraining consumer
purchases and setting aside at least 5
per cent of salaries for the acquisi-
tion of linked government bonds.
Scanning the signatories of the

advertisement. I noted the con-
spicuous absence of the large
cooperatives and the private
producers and marketing agencies
of our dairy, fruit and vegetable
products, as well as of our poultry

and eggs. Inefficiently operated
companies in these branches of our
economy run up tremendous deficits

and then blackmail the government
into covering their losses by sub-

sidies from the taxpayers' money. A
sizeable part of our inflation comes
from the pressure of ever-increasing
taxes. Some way must be found to

cut this drain on the taxpayer's
pocketbook and thus permit a reduc-

tion in the national budget.
Let’s ail do our part to moke the

three-month trial period proposed by
Mr. Shavit and his colleagues a
success.

SAMUEL LUBIN
Beersheba.

PENFRIENDS
HUBERT SCHELOSKE (16). of
Gerh.-Cremerstr. 59, 424 Emmerich,
West Germany, would like to corres-
pond with young Israelis in English
or German. His hobbies are collec-

ting stamps, swimming and politics.
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of the Likud economic reforms,
noted Kaufman, who is a member of

the Knesset Finance Committee. He
admitted that it was only to be ex-

pected that after such a radical step

it would take five to six months for

the dust to settle and the problems to

show up. He found it reprehensible
that the governor had allowed more
than a year to elapse before he
thought of taking steps to stop the

massive influx of foreign currency.
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noring the warnings of his own ex-

perts. Kaufman produced the cen-

tral bank's report of December 20,

which noted that foreign currency

credit had risen by 52 per cent

between June and September 1978.

Then again, he criticizes the
governor for fining the commercial
banks when they overstep their li-

quidity limits. The fines are passed

on to the clients, who in turn pass

them on in the shape of higher
prices, thus adding further to the in-

flationary spiral.

Kaufman preferred the English
way of doing things, noting that the

Bank of England never fined the

banks in the City for such
transgressions. The governor in

Threadneedle Street was only too

well aware that high interest rates

were invariably transferred to the

market, and preferred to invoke his

moral authority. The London bank
manager is given a set time to put

his house in order; if he does not, the

governor warns him his board of

directors will be informed that the

Bank of England will no longer do
any business with him. That usually

suffices, said Kaufman.
That was exactly what he sought

here. The governor of Israel's cen-

tral bank should have the kind of per-

sonality and authority that would ob-

viate inflationary fines. Indeed, he
extends his criticism to “the entire

top echelon of the Bank of Israel."

going as far as to charge that "not
one of them had any previous bank-
ing experience: they lack an
educated insight into banking In-

tricacies. At best, some ofthem have
some theoretical knowledge, but
that's not enough."

' f
"-U*

Treasury's top echelon to allow
Likud to work out its own fall

disturbed."

HE HAD RESOLVED to join battle

at this time because things were get-

ting out of hand. Five months ago, he
had warned Ehrlich not to heed the
governor’s over-optimistic an-
nouncements, and about the flood of
dollar credits.

“The minister's own economic ad-
viser emphasized what was going
on." he said, pointing to a report
issued last November. He had decid-

ed to speak out despite warnings that
he would be accused of-trying to find
a scapegoat.
“You must admit that it takes

some courage to attack Gafny,” said
the Herut politician. No, he was the
last person to examine a civil ser-

vant’s party membership card, and
anyhow Gafny's party sympathies
were not known.
He defended himself against

charges that the Likud was now em-
barking on the mass removal of
senior officials, quoting reports that
Motti Hod was a protigS of Ezer
Weizman, while Yossi Vardi was
brought in by Moda'i “and he resign-
ed from the Energy director-

.

generalship after a senior Treasury
official did him down... I can assure
you that Vardi will get a good Job
elsewhere. 1 ’

Kaufman went on to pursue a
theme of his speeches during the
post year: that “it is quite unfair for
active members of opposition par-
ties to be senior advisers of the Likud
government."
This time what he brandished to

support his words was an article by
Prof. Shevah Weiss in last Friday’s
"Davar."
In this. Weiss urged: “Let the of-

ficials of Mapai resign from the

ANY HINT that the Herat e

spokesman might be shoottngtfi

ny with his sights really

Ehrlich, brought a roar ofp*
Indeed, he spoke differently

the Liberal leader in this

from the way his fellow

did at their last central j _
meeting. He noted that Ehcllotf

the first to talk about a inr

strike. To a reminder that
government had been the ;

'

listen to the anti-inflation Joi

of Manufacturers Association
dent Buma Shavit, he retor

Ehrlich was the first to talk

consumers' strike. He brushed?
criticism of the gvvermnant>re
In bousing and in other fields

blaming it on the heritage;

Labour-Alignment rule.

he wished people would
that much of the inflation rate
caused by efforts to avoid raws

ment. “We prefer a weaker
and full employment rather
other way around," he deelcrfit

Concerning Herut-Liberal-
sions. Kaufman talked abbst

government being about tqfinbk
‘‘.running-in period.” Once the

p

treaty with Egypt was settled

signed, then the government aad

party would be able to turnhm
and tackle urgent domestic inoa

with elections “only two and a I

years off." He sought to depict

frequent bucking of the eoalifbBdl*

cipline line as a positive feaftns, ex-

plaining that the Alignment 1

!

generally united appearance Is the

Knesset "is due to most of theaku^

2ng been trained to party diadpta

because their jobs depend on it”

The Ufjerals, he said, were hit

hie because they lack the kind

charismatic leadership enjoyed

Herut Forhis part, nowwasan l

time to press for the union of

Likud's component factions into

single party organization, giving

involved four to eight yean to mi

the total merger.

FINALLY, to his advocacy ofa
mercial colour television cha

Kaufman bases his case on the

that out of 500,000 TV licences,

,000 are for colour seta. He added

an aside that they knew of a

300,000 TV sets whose owners pay

licence fee. He was incensed by

flourishing business done by f

selling TV sets with anti-co

erasing mechanism. This was a I

over from tie period of

hypocrisy about consumer
which somehow seemed to

against the lower-income
,

that were the first to buy such

modities.

He also cited complaints of PR
perts overseas, who need film*

colour to press home Israel's cas*

their networks.
Kaufman wants the sec®

channel to be modelled on

commercial TV, with an
dent public authority controlflag

operations. He would also ask

authorities to reduce taxes on w
TV sets.

As to the apprehensions at

newspapers, he envisages the e

try's press havinga sizeable shaft

stock in the independent TV stab

company.

“NEW” OLD MAPS
Following the amazing success of our recent offer of threfl

ancient maps, The Jerusalem Post is now making.avaiteW®
an additional three maps from the same collection.

Each map is printed in a

variety of delicate
colours in its original

form, on superb quality

linen paper. They are

ideal for framing and
make most welcome
gifts. Thanks to a sub-

stantial purchase we are

offering them at pre-

inflation prices until

Pesah 1979.

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP RIGHT.
Map A. Lanhs of Dispersion from Babel (mid 1 6th Cen-
tury) by H. Weisel. Size of map 32.5 cm x 40 cm (12 in.

x 15 in.) on paper 42 cm x 49.5 cm (16 in. x 19 in.)

Map B Palestine or a New Description of the Land of.

Promise (16th Century) by Tilemann Stella, published by
Abraham Onelius. A map from the first modem atlas of
all known parts of the world. Size of map, 34 cm x 45
cm (13 in. x 18 in.) on paper 45 cm x 54.5 cm (18 in. x

21 in.)

Map C. Jerusalem as the Centre of the World. (1 56 1 ) by
H. Bunting. The world in the shape of a three-leaved
clover Size of map. 26 cm. x 36.5 cm. (10 in. x 14 in.)

on paper 29.5 cm x 39 cm (11 in. x 15 in.).

ORDER
FORM

I

Price per map IL60. All three

maps I LI 50. The cost includes

VAT and packing in crush resistant

canon tube and dispatch by regular

mail

These maps can also be
purchased from The
Jerusalem Post office in

Jerusalem. Tel Aviv or

• To: The Jerusalem Post,

[
POB 81.

|
Jerusalem.

|
• Please send me the fcllowW

| maps.

Map A.
Quantity

at HjSO ea. ———

“

I Map B.

I Quantity
‘

—.at IL60 ea
Map C.

|
Quantity

at IL60 ea... —

ALL THREE
Quantity

at IL150 ea.

My cheque for IL —.-—•••“/I

is enclosed.

NAME —

—

| ADDRESS
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